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Ordered, That the Legislative Research Council is hereby authorized

2nd. directed to make studies and investigations,—relative to four proposed
legislative amendments of the Constitution which were adopted for the
first time in 1963, as follows: (1) industrial development of cities and towns,
(2) joint election of the Governor and Lieutenant Governor, (3) reorganiza-
tion plan procedure for executive departments, and (4) home rule for munici-
palities (based on House , Nos. 215, 1382, 1383 and 1384, all of 1963, respectively);
and relative to reducing the annual number of legislative proposals, including
carryover of bills between sessions and increased local referendum powers.
The Legislative Research Council shall file its statistical and factual reports
hereunder with the clerk of the Senate on or before the last Wednesday of
January, nineteen hundred and sixty-five.

Adopted:

concurrence, June it, 196\

Order Extending Reporting Date of Study

Ordered, That the time within which , the Legislative Research Council
shall file its statistical and factual reports of an Order (Senate, No. 871,
adopted in the Senate on May 27, 1964 and adopted in the House of Rep-
resentatives on June 4, 1964) is hereby extended to the second Wednesday

March, nineteen hundred and sixty-five.

Adopted:

By the Senate, January 20, 1963
By the House of Representatives, in

concurrence, January 21, 1965

the Senate, May 27, 1961f
the House of Representatives, in

aijr (Ccmmmuuraltl) uf fHamiarljiuirltii

ORDER AUTHORIZING STUDY
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives

GENTLEMEN:—In compliance with the Joint Order, Senate,
No. 871 of 1964, the Legislative Research Council submits herewith

.a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau relative to
"the constitutional proposal authorizing a reorganization plan pro-
cedure for executive departments resembling that used in the
federal government (House, No. 1383 of 1963, revised; reprinted as
House, No. 460 of 1965).

This proposal was given “first approval” in 1963 by the two
branches of the General Court sitting jointly in constitutional con-
vention. If so approved a second time by the separately elected
1965-66 General Court, it will be submitted to the voters for their
ratification at the state biennial election in late 1966.

The Legislative Research Bureau is limited by law to “statistical
research and fact finding.” Therefore, this report contains factual
material only, without recommendations. It does not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the undersigned members of the Legislative
Research Council.

Respectfully submitted

MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE
RESEARCH COUNCIL

Sen. MAURICE A. DONAHUE of Hampden,
Chairman

Rep. CHARLES L. SHEA of Quincy,
Vice Cha

Sen. JOHN F. PARKER of Bristol
Rep. STEPHEN T. CHMURA of Holyoke
Rep. JAMES F. CONDON of Boston
Rep. SIDNEY Q. CURTISS of Sheffield
Rep. HARRISON CHADWICK of Winchester
Rep. PAUL A. CATALDO of Franklin
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:

GENTLEMEN: The Joint Order, Senate, No. 871 of 1964, re-
printed on the inside of the front cover of this report, directed
the Legislative Research Council to study certain matters, includ-
ing the proposed constitutional amendment authorizing the gov-
ernor to propose reorganization plans for executive departments
which would take effect unless vetoed within sixty days by either
branch of the General Court (House, No. 1383 of 1963, revised;
reprinted as House, No. 460 of 1965).

The Legislative Research Bureau submits such a report herewith.
Its scope and content have been governed by statutory provisions
which limit Bureau output to factual reports without recommenda-
tions.

The preparation of the report was the primary responsiblity of
James H. Powers of the Bureau staff.

Respectfully submitted,

HERMAN C. LOEFFLER,
Director, Legislative Research Bureau

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH REORGANIZATION
(Proposed Constitutional Amendment)

Origin and Scope of Study

* By legislative directive this report discusses a proposed amend-
ment of the Massachusetts Constitution which would (a) eliminate
the present constitutional limit of 20 upon the number of state
departments, and (b) authorize the Governor to submit to the
General Court “reorganization plans” relative to state departments
and agencies which would take effect unless disapproved by either
legislative branch within 60 days following submittal.

This constitutional proposal was approved in revised form by the
1963-64 General Court; if “agreed to” in unchanged form by the
1965-66 General Court the proposal (House, No. 460 of 1965) will
be submitted to the voters for final adoption in 1966.

The report examines this important proposal under the six
chapter headings of: (1) Introduction, (2) Concepts of State Execu-
tive Branch Reorganization, (3) Massachusetts Reorganization Ex-
perience, (4) Legislative Background of Constitutional Proposal,
(5) Arguments for and Against Proposal, and (6) Practices Else-
where.

Concepts of State Executive Branch Organization

Reorganization Movement
The concept of a periodic “objective” review to promote the

efficiency and economy of executive branch organization and pro-
cedures originated in the reform era of the late 19th Century.

* iSince 1887, Congress has authorized many reorganization studies
of the federal executive branch, of which the first (1947-50) and
second (1953-55) “Hoover Commissions” have been given much
attention in recent years. With but few exceptions all of the states
have now followed this federal lead.

SUMMARY OF REPORT
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Objectives and Standards
The major objectives of these executive branch reorganization

studies usually include (1) the clarification of lines of administra-
tive authority and responsibility, (2) the elimination of duplication,
(3) the pruning of unnecessary activities, (4) better fiscal and
personnel practices, and (5) improved administrative procedures.

To these ends, stress is placed on; (1) limiting the number of
state departments; (2) making terms of department heads cotermi-
nous with that of the Governor; (3) placing single officials in charge
of all departments and non-quasi-judicial agencies; (4) centralizing
state management services (budgeting, accounting, personnel and
purchasing); and (5) requiring both centralized pre-audits by con-
trollers accountable to the Governor and post-audits by legislative
auditors outside gubernatorial control.

Reorganization Methods
States may resort to four methods of executive branch reorgani-

zation, subject to such requirements as their constitutions impose.
These four methods include: (1) constitutional amendments, usual-
ly time-consuming, which are unavoidable in the instance of cons-
titutionally prescribed arrangements; (2) statutes enacted accord-
ing to usual legislative procedures; (3) departmental and agency
administrative orders with respect to their own internal organiza-
tion, promulgated within statute-prescribed limits; and (4) re-
organization plan procedures modelled wholly or partly upon the
procedures authorized by the Federal Reorganization Act of 1949.

Twenty-Department Plan of Massachusetts

Origin and Intent
For nearly a half-century, Massachusetts has functioned under

a constitutional provision, recommended by the popular Constitu-
tional Convention of 1917-19, which limits to 20 the number of
state departments, as follows:

On or before January first, nineteen hundred twenty-one,
the executive and administrative work of the commonwealth
shall be organized in not more than twenty departments, in one
of which every executive and administrative office, board and
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commission, except those officers serving directly under the
governor and council, shall be placed. Such departments shall
be under such supervision and regulation as the General Court
may from time to time prescribe by law. (Amendment LXVI
of 1918).

Accordingly, in the Reorganization Act of 1919, the General
Court organized 20 major departments which—after occasional sub-
sequent mergers and changes of name—today consist of (a) four
departments headed by elected constiutional officers (the Attorney-
General, State Auditor, State Secretary, and State Treasurer); and
(b) 16 departments headed by commissioners or boards named by
the Governor, usually for terms not coterminous with his own. The
latter 16 Departments are those of: (1) Agriculture, (2) Banking
and Insurance, (3) Civil Service and Registration, (4) Commerce
and Development, (5) Corporations and Taxation, (6) Correction,
(7) Education, (8) Labor and Industries, (9) Mental Health, (10)
the Metropolitan District Commission, (11) Natural Resources,
(12) Public Health, (13) Public Safety, (14) Public Utilities, (15)
Public Welfare, and (16) Public Works.

The 1919 Reorganization Act left a small group of agencies out-
side this departmental structure. These included: (a) the military
establishment, serving directly under the Governor as commander-
in-chief; and (b) nine officers and boards, including central fiscal
and management units, which were placed directly under the
Governor and Executive Council.

The underlying idea of the above organization was that the work
of the state executive branch would be performed (a) by 20 “line”
departments with operating functions, regulatory functions, or
both; and (b) by a group of agencies concerned only with “staff
functions” such as those relating to accounting, the budget, per-
sonnel and purchasing serving directly under the Governor and
Executive Council. Thus, the Governor would be able to adminis-
ter the executive branch through a few responsible department
heads placed in charge of groups of related functions and activities.
In this way, the authors of the Twenty Department Plan hoped to
promote more responsible, efficient and economical administration
of the business of the Commonwealth.
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Breakdown of Twenty-Department Plan
The objectives of the Twenty-Department Plan have not been

realized because of three developments, namely: (1) the establish-
ment of agencies which have since been placed within but not
under the control of the basic 20 departments; (2) the placing
of agencies with “line” functions directly under the Governor and
Executive Council, rather than within departments; and (3) the
statutory authorization given subordinate units of departments, in-
stead of departments themselves, to administer certain functions.

As a consequence, the executive branch now embraces at least
271 statutory organizations, including: (a) the 20 departments; (b)
34 agencies serving under the Governor and Executive Council; (c)
183 units placed within the foregoing departments and agencies, yet
in many instances made independent of their control; and (d) 34
miscellaneous agencies which either serve directly under the Gov-
ernor or are outside any specific authority. Under these circum-
stances, the Governor obviously cannot effectively supervise and
control many activities of agencies for which by law he is made
responsible.

This breakdown of the Twenty-Department Plan has been at-
tributed by various authorities to: (a) an accumulation of solu-
tions to individual administrative and political questions, often
under pressure from special interest groups; (b) the natural result
of a gradual evolution; and (c) inadequacies or absence of any
kind of state administrative master plan.

Massachusetts Reorganization Experience
Increasing Frequency of Reorganization Proposals

Since 1919, the state executive branch of Massachusetts has been
subject to more or less continuous reorganization on an erratic
basis, in response to (a) changing state needs, (b) new organiza-
tional theories, and (c) political pressures of the moment. Such
reorganizations, mostly statutory, have proceeded under the over-
sight of the Governor (aided by his Commission or Executive Office
on Administration and Finance) and of the General Court. Tradi-
tionally, the General Court has regulated departmental and agency
organization in much statutory detail, leaving little latitude to the
departments and agencies for self-reorganization.
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The number of reorganization measures submitted to the General
Court by Governors, individual departments and agencies, special
commissions and legislative study committees has tended to in-
crease each year, though on a fluctuating basis. In the 30-year
period prior to 1950, the number of such measures proposed each
year ranged from none at all on a few occasions to as high as 19
(in 1939), with six or fewer proposals being made in 19 of these
30 years. Since 1950, the smallest number of proposals submitted
annually has been 11 (in 1951 and 1964), the greatest number 35

*(in 1960), with fewer than 20 measures in nine of these 15 years.

Legislative Acceptance of Reorganization Proposals

Since 1920,at least 471 reorganization proposals affecting execu-
tive branch departments and agencies have been submitted to the
General Court by governors (186), individual departments and
agencies (118), special commissions (125), and legislative study
committees (42). On the average about one-third of these 471
proposals were enacted.

Included in the above totals are the proposals resulting from 17
major reorganization efforts initiated since 1921 by 11 individual
governors, and six by special commissions of the “Little Hoover”
variety or similar legislative committees. Of these 17 reorganiza-
tion efforts, four achieved most of their objectives, five between
one-third and one-half of their objectives, six less than one-third of
the gains sought, and two sponsors were totally unsuccessful. These
proposals were amended almost invariably in some degree in their
passage, in many cases extensively.

Statistics are not available with reference to internal reorganiza-
tions achieved through administrative action within individual de-
partments and agencies. Many small changes of this nature occur
annually, as departments readjust to changing workloads. Major

by administrative action are rare, and often re-
quire legislative endorsement expressed in aimual appropriation
acts.

Factors for Success or Failure of Proposals

The success or failure of reorganization measures depends upon

Administrative Reorganization Action
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many factors, which vary in their impact with circumstances and
luck.

The most important factors for success include: (1) the existence
of a political climate favorable to reorganization; (2) confidence
on the part of the Legislature, administrative officials, interested
civic and other groups, and the general public, in the objectivity,
workmanship and fairness of the authors of the reorganization;
and (3) realistic statesmanship on the part of advocates of the
reorganization.

The major factors contributing to the failure of reorganization
proposals include: (1) the normal desire of administrative agencies
for autonomy; (2) the attitudes of pressure groups who promote
independent status for agencies, programs, and appropriations in
which they have a specialized interest; (3) dissatisfaction with the
apparatus of central administrative control; (4) distrust of the
political aspects of that control; and (5) political stresses normal
in the relationship between the Governor and Legislature.

Massachusetts Constitutional Proposal
General Background

During the past five years, a total of 17 proposals have been
presented to the General Court with reference to establishing pro-
cedures whereby the Governor may reorganize executive depart-
ments and agencies, subject to legislative review and veto. Modelled
largely upon federal reorganization procedures these Massachu-
setts proposals included ten to achieve results by statute, and seven
to achieve results by constitutional amendment. The latter cons-
titutional proposals all called for repeal of the long-time constitu-
tional provisions (Amend. LXVI) which limits to 20 the number
of executive departments.

Interest in this type of proposal has been stimulated by the
constitutional reform movement which began in the middle 1950’5,
which has stressed a stronger role for the Governor as “supreme
executive magistrate” under the Constitution of 1780 (Part II c.
11, s. I, Art. I). That movement has resulted so far in: (a) final
approval by the General Court and the electorate of four constitu-
tional amendments, one of which provides a four-year term for
the Governor (Amend. LXXXII of 1964); (b) preliminary legisla-
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tive approval of another four constitutional amendments, among
them one authorizing the reorganization plan procedure discussed
in this report; and (c) voter approval of an initiative law reducing
the statutory powers of the Executive Council (Acts of 1964, c.
740).

The first specific, detailed, “reorganization procedure” proposal
to be considered by the General Court was presented in a report

tby the State Commissioner of Administration in 1960 (House, No.
3263). That report summarized the purposes and content of its
seven-page bill as follows:

. . . first, to require the Governor . . • (to) . . • determine
what changes are needed to improve the execution of the laws,
to reduce expenditures and promote economy, to increase effi-
ciency, to co-ordinate agencies and functions, to reduce the
number of agencies, and to eliminate duplication; second, to
authorize the Governor to prepare and to transmit to the
General Court detailed ‘Reorganization Plans’ . . . ; and, third,
to provide that a Reorganization Plan will take effect as pre-
sented sixty calendar days after its transmittal to the General
Court unless either the Senate or the House of Representatives
has passed during that period a resolution opposing the Re-
organization Plan . ..

The Commissioner described existing state practices of occasional
department reorganization by means of “uncoordinated specific
legislative enactments” as inadequate, outmoded and ineffective
under modern conditions. In lieu thereof, he urged adoption of the
above-described reorganization plan procedure as essential to meet
organizational problems of today which are so complex, technical
and interrelated. An accompanying extended legal discussion argued
that the proposed bill was a constitutional delegation of legislative
power because (a) clear standards were laid down for the use of

4that power by the Governor, and (b) the proposal preserved the
constitutional right of either branch of the General Court to act
negatively upon gubernatorial proposals.

This bill failed of passage late in 1960. So have seven very
similar subsequent bills.

Statutory Approach Rejected
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Constitutional Approach Approved
The pending constitutional proposal to the same effect stems

from an initiative petition which failed in 1962 to attract the re-
quisite number of signatures. In 1963 two versions thereof were
introduced for consideration at the joint constitutional convention
held by the General Court.

The first of these two versions, called the “long form,” which
contained the full text originally suggested by the initiative peti-
tion, was rejected on a roll call vote by the comparatively small
margin of 119 yeas vs. 130 nays. Subsequently, the convention also
debated the briefer “short form” of the initiative proposal and
adopted that form by a roll call vote of 169 yeas to 100 nays. It is
this proposal, reproduced in full in Chapter I of this report, which
now awaits “second” action by the General Court and statewide
referendum in 1966. The proposal arises now as two identical
measures, (1) the proposal approved in 1963 which is now
printed as House, No. 460 of 1965, and (2) a duplicate proposal,
House, No. 474 of 1965, by former Governor Endicott Peabody.

On a bipartisan basis, the passage of the above constitutional
proposal was urged by Democratic Governor Endicott Peabody;
in like manner its passage is now recommended by his Republican
successor, Governor John A. Volpe.

Arguments For and Against Proposal

Arguments for and against the constitutional proposal are de-
veloped at some length in the report for each of the subjects
covered by the six following paragraph subheads.

Efficiency of Executive Branch
Proponents assert that the proposal will expedite state business

and offers the most feasible method of dealing effectively with the
great proliferation of state agencies. In their judgment, this pro-
cedure will clarify the line of executive authority intended by the
Constitution of 1780 and to some extent halt the erosion of execu-
tive control. These proponents despair of proper supervision of the
executive branch by the Governor without the rational adminis-
trative structure which the proposed reorganization procedure
would make possible. These hopes are spurred by the successful
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experiences of the President and United States Congress with
executive reorganizations under the similar Federal Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1949.

Opponents deny that there is any compelling need for the re-
organization procedure being proposed. They believe that effi-
cient organization and management of the executive branch can
be achieved by any Governor who exercises the requisite diplo-
macy, administrative competence and political sagacity.

Opponents also argue that opportunities for gubernatorial success
in reorganizations by ordinary enactment of bills have been height-
ened by (1) recent voter approval of the four-year term of office
for the Governor, (2) the statutory creation of a modernized Ex-
ecutive Office for Administration and Finance, and (3) increased
legislative sensitiveness to the public reaction against scandals and
higher taxes. These opponents emphasize that at least 17 important
reorganizations of state departments and activities have been en-
acted into law by the General Court between 1952 and 1964.

Constitutional vs. Statutory Approaches
Proponents feel that a constitutional amendment is necessary

for two reasons. First, they point out that the present constitu-
tional limit of 20 on the number of executive departments may
be changed only by another constitutional amendment. Secondly,
they doubt the power of the General Court to authorize an execu-
tive branch reorganization plan procedure by statute, and urge the
constitutional amendment to remove any question of hindrance to
that action.

On the other hand, some critics, who favor a reorganization plan
procedure authorized by statute, balk at a constitutional amend-
ment. They assert that a statute can be corrected or repealed easily
by the General Court if need be, in contrast with the minimum
time of four years which would be required to change any constitu-
tionally-prescribed procedure.

Other opponents object to further tinkering with a constitution
already “too lengthy, too rigid and too cluttered up with minutiae.”
The present method of departmental and agency reorganization by
statute permits careful legislative action after committee analysis
and readjustment of proposals.
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Some opponents acknowledge difficulties in the operation of the
constitutional Twenty-Department Plan, but insist that an in-
adequate case has been made for repeal of that limit. They cite
larger governments such as the governments of the Nation and
of the State of California that function with fewer than 20
major departments.

Separation of Powers
Opponents of the constitutional proposal express concern that it

will undermine the separation and balance of powers among the
three major branches of the state government, will enlarge gu-
bernatorial authority excessively, and will improperly surrender
legislative powers to the Governor. These opponents charge that
through skillful use of patronage, and with the collusion of legisla-
tive leaders, the Governor could block efforts to obtain a vote of
disapproval, by the Senate or House of Representatives, of his re-
organization plans. Opponents further claim that the 60-day limit
on time available for legislative action on reorganization plans is
inadequate, and at best would permit only hasty legislative con-
sideration of plans proposed with similar haste by the Governor.

Proponents respond that no power would be taken from the
General Court. Both branches would (a) separately have veto
powers over reorganization plans submitted by the Governor,
(b) continue to have authority to alter such plans subsequently by
ordinary statutory enactments if necessary in the light of future
developments, and (c) in any case continue to enact civil service
and other personnel laws with which all such plans must comply. In
addition, proponents note that the Governor is always directly ac-
countable to the voters who can reject his candidacy at the polls.

Political Impact

Advocates of the constitutional proposal argue that it is needed
to enable a Governor to bring about reforms promoting the efficient
administration of the executive branch, in line with his campaign £
commitments to the voters. These proponents believe that the pro-
posed reorganization plan procedure places the burden of organizing
a legislative majority where it belongs, namely, on the individuals
opposing the particular plan, rather than upon the Governor who is
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the author of the plan. While it is true that this arrangement
gives only 60 days to “status quo” forces to muster their necessary
majority to kill the change, the striking consideration is that when
reorganizations are sought by ordinary bills, the governor must
marshal a majority vote for those bills in face of powerful interest-
group manoeuvres and dilatory opposition tactics.

Opponents denounce the constitutional proposal as a “power
grab,” and repeat their charge that the Governor could employ
his patronage power to stifle legislative opposition. They assert

* that the proposal would permit the Governor to interfere with the
internal operations of the four departments headed by elected
constitutional officers. Finally, opponents fear a loss of bargaining
advantages of the General Court in its dealings with the Governor.

Validity of Congressional Analogy

Proponents justify Massachusetts emulation of the federal re-
organization plan procedure on the grounds that the problems of
efficient governmental organization are the same fundamentally at
all levels, whether large scale or small scale. Opponents, in rebuttal,
believe that the gigantic scale of federal operations, involving
foreign and interstate commitments, confronts Congress with a
different kind of legislative problem, for which such reorganization
plan procedures offer some relief.

Suppression of Corruption

Proponents argue that their proposed reorganization plan pro-
cedure enable a Governor to fight corruption in the executive
branch. Opponents retort that this same procedure would enable
a corrupt Governor to spread that same corruption throughout the
executive structure.

Practices Elsewhere
Currently, executive branch reorganization plan procedures are

in effect (a) in the federal government under the Reorganization
* Act of 1949, and (b) in seven states, pursuant to constitutional or

statutory provisions largely copied from that federal law. Another
two jurisdictions authorized, then abandoned, such procedures.
Finally, in nine more jurisdictions, reorganization plan procedures
or alternatives thereto have been or are now being considered..
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The present Federal Reorganization Act of 1949 vests reorganiza-
tion powers in the President with respect to a federal executive
branch which consists of ten major departments and at least 127
other administrative agencies, employing an aggregate of 2.4 mil-
lion civilians. That Act is the latest of seven such reorganization
statutes enacted by Congress since 1918 (i.e. in 1918, 1932, 1933,
1939, 1941, 1945, and 1949). It has also been renewed frequently
and comes up for further renewal on its present expiration date
of June 1,1965.

Under the terms of the Reorganization Act of 1949 the President
is authorized to formulate and to submit to Congress plans re-
organizing one or more federal agencies and functions. Detailed
criteria are included relative to the need, admissible purposes, con-
tents and required supporting information of reorganization plans.
Limitations are in eifect with respect to (a) the transfer of funds
or reorganized activities, (b) modifications in the terms of office
of affected agency heads, and (c) changes in the civil service
status of federal career employees. In addition, the law prevents
reorganization plan procedure being used to abolish, merge or
create executive departments.

Under the Act a reorganization plan submitted to Congress by
the President takes effect after 60 calendar days, unless previously
rejected by either branch. During that interval, any member of
Congress may offer a resolution of disapproval, which must be
referred promptly to a committee for a report within ten days.
The reorganization plan must be adopted or rejected without
amendment. Subsequently Congress may by statute further alter
the organization, functions and duties of any such federal depart-
ment or agency.

Since adoption of the Reorganization Act 16 years ago, Presi-
dents have submitted a total of 68 reorganization plans, of which 50
(85.3%) were allowed to stand by Congress and the other 18gL
(14.7%) were disapproved either by the Senate or the House
Representatives. The U.S. Senate Committee on Government Op-
erations has pronounced the experience with this federal procedure
satisfactory, notwithstanding difficulties with some of its features-

Federal Government
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this view is evidently shared by Congress generally, judging by the
repeated renewals of the 1949 statute.

Seven Jurisdictions With Reorganization Plan Procedures
At present, seven states utilize an executive branch reorganiza-

tion procedure modelled upon the federal statute. Of these seven
states, five authorize such procedures by statute (Ga., Ky., Ore.,
Pa., and S.C.), and two by constitutional provisions (Alas, and
Mich.).

In four states, reorganization plans take effect unless disapproved
by a resolution of one or both branches of the Legislature (Alaska,
Ga., Mich, and Pa.), and in the other three states a vote is required
registering legislative approval of the plan before it may take
effect (Ky., Ore. and S.C.). In five of the states such legislative
action must occur within a fixed number of days of legislative
session, following submittal of the plan as follows: 30 days in one
state (Pa.); 40 to 45 days in two states (S.C. and Ore.); and 60
days in two states (Alaska and Mich.). The two remaining states
permit the Legislature to act any time prior to adjournment of
the session (Ga. and Ky.).

Other Jurisdictions
Two jurisdictions adopted and then abandoned executive branch

reorganization procedures based on the federal model. One of
these jurisdictions Puerto Rico did so after 13 important
plans had gone into effect between 1949 and 1952 under its re-
organization statute. In the other state of New Hampshire, a 1949
reorganization law was held unconstitutional by the State Supreme
Court because of provisions stating that reorganization plans were
to take effect unless disapproved by concurrent resolution of both
legislative branches. The latter requirement violated New Hamp-
shire constitutional provisions giving each legislative branch a nega-
tive upon the other.

Another six states have considered but not approved reorganiza-
tion plan procedures (Calif., Colo., lowa, Ohio, S.D. and Wis.); and
a seventh is now considering them (N.D.). Two other states have
authorized alternative practices which have been of extremely
limited scope, with little effectiveness (Minn, and R. 1.).
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By legislative directive, reprinted as italicized text in joint order
Senate, No. 871 of 1964, on the inside of the front cover of this
report, the Legislative Research Council is required to study and
report on a proposed constitutional amendment relative to execu-
tive branch reorganization. That proposal, based on House No.
1383 of 1963 (a) would repeal the present constitutional limit of 20
on the number of state departments, and (b) would empower the
Governor to submit plans to the General Court for the reorganiza-
tion of departments, agencies and functions of the executive branch;
such plans would take effect unless vetoed by either branch of the
General Court within a 60-day time limit after mandatory com-
mittee hearings and a committee report.

The proposed constitutional amendment, modelled on federal
government practices dating from 1932, was revised and “agreed
to” for the first time by the 1963-64 General Court. To take effect,
however, a second such “agreement” by the 1965-66 General Court
is required, whereupon that proposal must be presented to the
voters for ratification at the 1966 state biennial election.

The constitutional proposal, as revised, has been taken from the
legislative files by Rep. Chandler H. Stevens of Bedford for consid-
eration by the present General Court and has been reprinted as
House, No. 460 of 1965. Its relatively brief provisions are as fol-
lows :

For the purpose of transferring, abolishing, consolidating or
coordinating the whole or any part of any agency, or the functions
thereof, within the executive department of the government of the com-

(Eommmum'altlt of iHaesadjuiH'tta

EXECUTIVE BRANCH REORGANIZATION

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Study Assignment

ARTICLE OF AMENDMENT
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monwealth, or for the purpose of authorizing any officer of any agency
within the executive department of the government of the common-
wealth to delegate any of his functions, the governor may prepare one
or more reorganization plans, each bearing an identifying number and
may present such plan or plans to the general court, together with a
message in explanation thereof.

Section 2. (a) Every such reorganization plan shall be referred to an
appropriate committee, to be determined by the Clerks of the Senate
and the House of Representatives, with the approval of the President
and Speaker, which committee shall not later than thirty days after the
date of the Governor’s presentation of said plan hold a public hearing
thereon and shall not later than ten days after such hearing report that
it approves or disapproves such plan and such reorganization plan shall
have the force of law upon expiration of the sixty calendar days next
following its presentation by the governor to the general court, unless
disapproved by a majority vote of the members of either of the two
branches of the general court present and voting, the general court not
having been prorogued within such sixty days.

(b) After its presentation by the governor to the general court, no
such reorganization plan shall be subject to amendment by the general
court before expiration of such sixty days.

(c) Any such reorganization plan may provide for its taking effect on
any date after expiration of such sixty days and every such reorganiza-
tion plan shall comply with such conditions as the general court may
from time to time prescribe by statute regarding the civil service status,
seniority, retirement and other rights of any employee to be affected by
such plan.

Section 3. Article LXVI of the Amendments to the Constitution is
hereby annulled.

The “omnibus” study directive, Senate, No. 871, was approved by
the two Rules Committees, acting concurrently, and was adopted
by the Senate on May 27, 1964. Subsequently, on June 4, 1964,
the House of Representatives adopted the joint order in concur-
rence, as recommended by the House Committee on Ways and
Means.

In keeping with the above legislative study directive, the scope
of this report is limited to the background, technical aspects, and
arguments favoring or opposing state government executive branch
reorganization plan procedures based on the federal model. In
this connection, general reference is made to the history of state
departmental reorganization in Massachusetts and elsewhere. How-
ever, a detailed analysis of the legislative treatment of past in-

Study Scope and Procedure
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dividual proposals to reorganize particular departments and agen-
cies has not been attempted.

To develop the background of this study, the Legislative Re-
search Bureau utilized extensive file materials assembled pre-
viously in connection with (a) constitutional revision and (b)
state departmental reorganization. 1 These materials included copies
of reports and memoranda of past study commissions such as the
Special Commission on the Structure of the State Government
popularly called “The Little Hoover Commission” which was
active a decade ago (1949-54). Also included were notes taken by
Research Bureau staff during the debates on the 22 constitutional
proposals that were considered by the General Court in 1963.

In addition, supplemental material was furnished, in response
to Research Bureau requests, by: (a) the office of His Excellency
Endicott Peabody, Governor of the Commonwealth; (b) the Massa-
chusetts State Library; (c) the Massachusetts Federation of Tax-
payers Associations; (d) the legislative research and reference
agencies of most of the states; and (e) the United States Senate
Committee on Government Operations. As needed, the Research
Bureau staff conferred with knowledgeable persons who had played
a role in the formulation or advancement of the reorganization
plan proposal, House, No. 1383 of 1963, and similar earlier
measures.

Finally, the Research Bureau staff reviewed the status of 471
legislative proposals originating from the following sources: Massa-
chusetts Governors (186), executive branch agencies (118), special
commissions (125) and legislative study committees (42). The
period covered extended from January 1, 1920 to July 4. 1964.

To the many officials of governmental and civic organizations
within and without the Commonwealth who provided information
necessary for this report, the Legislative Research Bureau ex-
presses great appreciation. Particular thanks for their valuable
assistance are extended to Mr. Walter L. Reynolds, Chief Clerk and

1 Notably, the following Legislative Research Council reports: Reorganization
of Department of Public Works, Oct. 9, 1963, 31pp. mimeographed; Com-
bining State Departments of Public Welfare, Public Health and Mental
Health, 5.850, 3/25/64, 41 pp. printed); Constitutional and Statutory
Powers of the Executive (Governor’s) Council, April 16, 1964, 57pp. mimeo-graphed.
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Staff Director of the United States Senate Committee on Govern-
ment Operations, and to Mr. John T. Sweeney, a former member
of the Governor’s staff.

The Massachusetts State Constitution makes mixed use of both
old and modern English legal terms by giving two substantially dif-
ferent meanings to the word “department”.

(1) Present constitutional provisions, dating from 1780, use the
word “department” to signify the three major branches of govern-
ment, namely (a) the “legislative department”, (b) the “executive
department”, and (c) the “judicial department”. In this context,
the phrase “executive department” has a collective meaning which
embraces the Governor, the Executive Council, and all subordinate
administrative entities, plus the administrative organizations of the
five other elected “constitutional” officers of the Commonwealth,
notably: (1) the Lieutenant-Governor, (2) the State Secretary,
(3) the Attorney-General, (4) the State Treasurer, and (5) the
State Auditor (for example, Constit, Part I, XXX).

(2) A usage with less sweeping modern meaning of “depart-
ment”, namely, in the sense of one of the major administrative
organizations serving under the chief executive or one of the other
elected state administrative officers, is conveyed by constitutional
provisions requiring “the executive and administrative work of the
Commonwealth ... (to be) . . . organized in not more than twenty
departments . .

. except those officers serving directly under the
Governor or Council” (Amend. Art. LXVI, 1918).

This report employs the term “department" in the latter modern
sense, to mean one of the twenty departments established in the
executive branch by the General Court pursuant to the 1918 con-
stitutional mandate. The phrase “agency” is used to indicate
administrative units of the executive branch which (1) serve di-
rectly under the Governor and Executive Council without being
placed in one of the twenty departments, or (2) are placed within
such departments but not under their control, or (3) are quasi-
state agencies on the legal “fringe” of the executive branch, such
as the Massachusetts Port Authority.

Terminology Used in Report
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To facilitate an understanding of the pending Massachusetts
constitutional proposal this chapter presents briefly the back-
ground of the movement for state executive branch reorganization
in the United States and outlines the major objectives and criteria
on which the relevant concepts of that movement rest.

Origin of Reorganization Movement
The concept of a periodic “objective” review to achieve efficient

and economic government organization at all levels, adjusted
periodically to changing conditions, originated in the great reform
era at the turn of the century. Public reaction against the abuses
of the spoils system brought reform movements accenting civil serv-
ice, the modernization of state constitutions, the initiative and
and referendum, municipal home rule, and manager systems of lo-
cal government.

The path to executive branch reorganization was pioneered by
the United States Senate in 1887 when it created the five-member
Cockrell Committee to examine “the methods of business and
work” of federal departments. Many subsequent congressional,
presidential and Joint commissions were active over the next 75
years for like purposes. In recent years, the most prominent of
these commissions were the first (1947-50) and second (1953-55)
“Hoover” Commissions on the Organization of the Executive
Branch of the Government, chaired by ex-President Herbert C.
Hoover.

Comparable reorganization efforts at the state level followed
unsuccessful agitation for sweeping constitutional and statutory
changes in the Oregon state executive branch in 1909, and an up-
swing in public interest stimulated by the example of President
William H. Taft’s Commission on Economy and Efficiency which
had proposed reorganizations of various federal departments (1910-
13). Over the next few years, Massachusetts established its own
Commission and Efficiency (1912), and similar studies were au-
thorized by other states such as Illinois (1913), New York (1915)
and California (1918).

CHAPTER 11. CONCEPTS OF STATE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH REORGANIZATION
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In the 1950’s a second period of intensive state governmental
reorganization activity occurred as the states had to cope with
problems arising in the aftermath of World War 11. Since 1949, at
least 48 states (including Massachusetts) have ordered sweeping

studies of the executive branches by gubernatorial commissions,
legislative committees, and “Little Hoover Commissions” modelled
after the two federal “Hoover Commissions” referred to above.

In general, advocates of governmental reorganization have sought
to vest the chief executives of the federal, state and local govern-
ments with authority over activities under their supervision which
is both adequate and effective in terms of their constitutional and
statutory responsibilities to the electorate. These advocates would
rely on a strong and efficient legislative branch, on independent
and efficient courts, and on a career public service protected by a

civil service merit system below the non-policy making level to
balance the power of the chief executive and to curb patronage
abuses. To promote efficiency within the executive branch, and
(hopefully) to ease the public’s tax burden, advocates of reorgani-
zation urge it as a means of (1) clarifying lines of authority, (2)
eliminating duplications of jurisdiction and effort, (3) pruning out
activities which no longer serve any substantially useful purpose,
(4) promoting sounder state fiscal and personnel administration,
and (5) improving administrative procedures.

These objectives of the reorganization movement are reflected
in the following standards for state governmental reorganization
enunciated by Arthur E. Buck, outstanding specialist and writer
in this field:

Objectives and Standards

1. Functional departmentalization of administrative agencies. All offices,

boards, commissions, and agencies of the state government should be con-

solidated and integrated in a few orderly departments, each of which
comprehends a major function of the government, such as finance, agri-

culture, public welfare, or public works. The number and character of
the departments should be determined by the conditions within the state
government and the scope of its existing activities. However, the total
number of departments in any state government ought not to exceed
twelve or fifteen. Closely related work within each department should
be grouped under appropriate bureaus and divisions

2. Fixed and definite lines of responsibility for all departmental work
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Each department should be headed by a single officer appointed and re-
movable by the governor. This arrangement places beyond question the
responsibility for the administrative work of the government and makes
the governor in fact, as well as in theory, the responsible chief executive
of the state. The department heads should constitute a cabinet to advise
with the governor in matters of administration and to assist him in
budgeting. Responsibility for the work of each bureau or division should
be placed on a single officer directly accountable to the head of the de-
partment. The bureau heads should, as a general rule, be appointed by
the department heads under which they work.

3. Proper coordination of the terms of office of administrative officials.
The term of office of the governor should be at least four years, and the
terms of the department heads, if they are to be definitely fixed should
be carefully adjusted with reference to that of the governor. The depart-
ment heads should not have longer terms than that of the governor. It
seems preferable to have them serve at the governor’s pleasure . . .

4. Boards undesirable as purely administrative agencies. Boards in this
capacity are generally found inefficient owing to division of powers and
absence of initiative and responsibility. Ex officio boards are almost never
effective. Whenever there are quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial, advisory,
or inspectional functions within a department, a board may with ad-
vantage be attached to the department to perform any one of these
functions.

More recently Mr. Buck has added the following standards:
5. Coordination of the staff services of administration. The responsi-

bility of the governor ordinarily relates more to efficiency and econo-
my in the operation of the state administration as a whole than to the
performance of the highly technical services by the various operating
units. In other words, the staff services concern the governor a great
deal more than do the operating or line services. These staff services
have to do mainly with budgeting, accounting and reporting, purchasing,
and personnel. These are several advantages to having them properly
coordinated and, if possible, brought together in a single staff department.

6. Provision for an independent audit. A complete separation of the
functions of financial control and accounting from those of independent
auditing (postauditing) and review is necessary in order to obtain the
most satisfactory results. The control and accounting functions are execu-
tive in character and therefore belong to an officer—a controller—directly
responsible to the governor. Such functions are part and parcel of the
system of budgeting and financial management by which the governor
Is enabled to control the state’s business. To remove them from the
governor by placing them under an independent officer is to hamstring
his authority over the state administration. On the other hand, the func-
tions of postaudit and review belong to the legislature. They are im-plied in the powers of the legislature to appropriate money to the execu-
tive and the administrative departments to carry on the activities of thestate government. They are the means of enforcing financial accounta-
bility upon the governor and his department heads a highly impor-
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tant, but almost neglected, duty of the legislature under the centralized
form of state government. Power and authority commensurate with full
responsibility for all administrative operations may be accorded the gov-
ernor as long as the legislature brings him to complete accountability for
his acts.i

These same principles are largely echoed in the statement of
basic objectives and criteria adopted by the Massachusetts Special
(“Little Hoover”) Commission on the Structure of the State Gov-
ernment as a guide to its survey of the state executive branch in
1949-54. That statement is reprinted in Appendix A of this report.

To reorganize one or more of their executive branch depart-
ments and agencies, states may resort to one or more of four pro-
cedures, namely: (1) constitutional amendments; (2) statutory
changes; (3) administrative or executive orders, issued under very
limited constitutional or statutory authority, which may not alter
the status of organizational units created by the constitution or
statutes; or (4) “reorganization plan procedures” modelled on fed-
eral practices, which are discussed fully in the final chapter of this
report.

The constitutions of many states contain provisions establishing
various state executive departments and agencies. Frequently,
these constitutional provisions regulate the organization, structure,
functions and duties of these departments and agencies so closely
that even small changes require difficult constitutional amend-
ments. Running the formidable and time-consuming gauntlet of
initiative or legislative constitutional amendment procedures, fol-
lowed by state referenda, places a great “selling” burden upon re-
organization sponsors. Accordingly, advocates of a streamlined state
executive branch usually oppose the inclusion, in state constitutions,
of provisions creating specific state executive departments and
agencies, and prefer the federal constitutional approach of leaving
such matters to statutory determination.

Reorganization Methods

Constitutional Amendments

1 Buck, Arthur E.: Administrative Consolidation in State Governments, sth.
ed., New York, 1922, 40pp., at pp. 5-6; and Reorganization of State Govern-
ments in the United States, New York, 1938, 299pp., at pp. 21, 23-24.
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In this connection, it is of interest that although the Massachu-
setts Constitution requires the election of various officials the
Attorney-General, State Auditor, State Secretary, and State Treas-
urer their departmental organization and most of their duties
are left to statutory determination. As a result, reorganization
advocates in the Commonwealth rarely resort to constitutional
amendments to attain their objectives.

Reorganization by means of individual statutes enacted by nor-
mal, traditional legislative procedures represents the method most
commonly used. As with constitutional amendment proposals, the
“burden of the proof” for passage rests with the sponsor, who may
be the Governor, a department, a study commission, a civic group,
or an individual. If the proposal is the subject of an initiative or
referendum petition, the electorate must also be pursuaded.

As with other types of legislative proposals, the success of spon-
sors of reorganization bills is largely determined by their ability
to cope with the forces exerting “status quo” pressures on the
legislature, notably: the departments preferring the security and
comfort of established routines, and the pressure groups which
fear damage to their interest even if the reorganization does not
threaten them.

In Massachusetts and many other states, limited reorganizations
of individual departments and agencies are possible under statutes
authorizing the head of that department or agency to organize it
from time to time in such component divisions as its work may re-
quire. Usually, such changes require promulgation of orders or
regulations which are subject to gubernatorial approval. Some-
times, the application of such administrative orders may have to
be delayed until implementing changes have been voted by the
legislature in the appropriation act.

A new approach to state executive branch organization has been
introduced in recent years, based on a “reorganization plan pro-

Reorganization Plan Procedures

Statutory Changes

Administrative Orders
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cedure” first approved by the United States Congress in 1932 and
later revived and continued by the Reorganization Act of 1949.

This federal procedure has been emulated by a few states and
is now proposed for Massachusetts in House, No. 460 of 1965. The
bill places the initiative for executive branch reorganization in the
hands of the chief executive by authorizing him to promulgate
reorganizations which take effect unless vetoed by the legislature
within 60 days. This approach certainly gives less opportunity to
pressure groups seeking defeat of a reorganization proposal, since
it places the onus for defeating such proposals upon the legisla-
ture more dramatically than prevailing normal practices whereby
proposals may be defeated simply by not enacting them.

The operation and the pros and cons of such reorganization plan
procedures will be explored later in this report.

This chapter reviews the historical background and experience
of the state’s reorganizations of its executive branch under the
two principal headings of (1) Twenty Department Plan of Massa-
chusetts, and (2) Major Reorganization Efforts Since 1919. Em-
phasis is given to the evolution of the state’s executive branch since
the adoption of the present “Twenty Department Plan” of organi-
zation enacted nearly a half century ago.

In 1912, the General Court authorized the Governor, with Execu-
tive Council approval, to name a three-member Commission on
Economy and Efficiency, one of the first such state study com-
missions in the nation. The body was directed

... to inquire into the laws governing the financial transactions of
the commonwealth and to study into the possibility of promoting greater

Popular Constitutional Convention of 1917-19

CHAPTER HI.

MASSACHUSETTS REORGANIZATION EXPERIENCE 1

Twenty-Department Plan of Massachusetts

1 This chapter is based in part on Chapter II of the recent Legislative Re-
search Council reported titled, Combining State Departments of Public
Welfare, Public Health, and Mental Health, (Senate, No. 850 of 1964, 41 pp.)
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economy and efficiency and utility in the transaction of the business of
the commonwealth by any changes in such laws, by the reorganization,
consolidation or coordination of departments and institutions, by different
methods of administration, by classification of employees, by fixing maxi-

mum and minimum salaries, by standardizing vacations, by organizing a

central purchasing agency or department, by substitution of the budget
method of appropriating money or by any other means . . . (Acts of(Acts of
1912, c. 719, s. 8).

During the five years of its existence, the commission submitted
at least 28 reports to the Governor and General Court relative
to the organization and activities of individual departments and
agencies of the executive branch. These reports comprised part
of the research materials available to the Fourth Constitutional
Convention of 1917-19, which had been authorized by popular
referendum at the 1916 state election (Acts of 1916, c. 98).

In mid-1918, that Convention’s Committee on State Adminis-
tration and Committee on the Executive jointly proposed a consti-
tutional amendment to require the state’s “executive and adminis-
trative work” to be organized within not less than seven nor more
than 15 departments, exclusive of (a) the Civil Service Commis-
sion, for which special constitutional status was proposed, and (b)
“offices coming directly under” the Governor and Executive Coun-
cil. State departments and agencies, other than those headed by
the four constitutional officers (i.e. the State Secretary, State Au-
ditor, State Treasurer, and Attorney-General), could be abolished
or consolidated.

The Governor was directed by this constitutional proposal to
submit a plan to the General Court in 1919 providing for the
organization of the executive branch in accord with the proposed
constitutional requirement. If no relevant new statute was enacted
at the 1919 legislative session, then the proposed constitutional
amendment required the Governor and Executive Council to pro-
mulgate a reorganization plan by executive order.

Proponents, citing the reports of the Commission on Economy
and Efficiency, urged endorsement of this constitutional proposal
as a means of reducing the number of state agencies and of pro-
moting efficiency through effective centralized administrative con-
trol and executive responsibility within the executive branch. These
proponents saw little chance for progress in more than 100 in-
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Advocates of a greatly curtailed constitutional “ceiling” on this
number of executive departments hoped, thereby, to channel execu-
tive and legislative thinking along more “logical” lines than under
past practices tending toward haphazard multiplication of depart-
ments and agencies. Within that “ceiling,” proponents of the
amendment preferred to leave the Legislature in full control via
its exclusive power to enact statutes relative to state departments
and agencies, subject only to the Governor’s veto and to judicial
review. In response to a question as to why the number of depart-
ments should be limited by constitutional provisions, the spokes-
man for the Convention Committee on State Administration de-
clared that

dependent, uncorrelated, uncoordinated state departments and
agencies then in existence.

... In the first place, as a practical matter, though I have never served
in the Legislature, I have been informed by all whom I have talked with
who have served, that it is simply impossible to get through the Legisla-
ture any real consolidation and coordination of our State Departments,
and I believe there are those here who will testify to that as a practical
proposition. I understand when it has been tackled, practically all the
boards and commissions came up here in self-defense to prevent tamper-
ing with their respective boards and commissions. I have said what I
have as a humble member of one of the smaller boards of the Common-
wealth and a board in a department that I think would be affected by
this provision. This is a practical consideration. But the second and real
answer is this: that in 1918, with conditions as we find them and as they
are yet to be, this resolution is fundamental statecraft; it concerns itself
with the real organization of government. The doing of the business of
the State is just as much a part of the framework of the government to-
day as the militia or anything else was in 1780. In other words, funda-
mentally this is constitutional stuff; it belongs in the Constitution, be-
cause in the first place, —• an obvious thing, it serves as a mandate to
and a check on the Legislature, and you cannot put that anywhere ex-
cept in the Constitution; and in the second place, it concerns itself with
the real framework of the government. I think the test is this; Can you
conceive if a State were set up today that you would not provide just
this sort of thing in the Constitution for the handling of the business of
that State?l

1 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Debates in the Massachusetts Constitu-
tional Convention 1917-18, Vol. 111, Boston, 1920, 1352 pp. At p. 1032. Re-
marks of Delegate Charles F. Dutch of Winchester, speaking for the Com-
mittee on State Administration.
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Opponents, on the other hand, charged that the proposed cons-
titutional “ceiling” on the number of executive departments would
restrict the Legislature unduly, without really preventing the
multiplication of agencies in the executive branch. Thus, they
foresaw problems if the number of major state functions war-
ranting separate departmental status exceeded in future years the
maximum number of departments allowed by the constitution.

In addition, these opponents argued that many administrative
functions were properly the subject of jurisdiction of specialized
boards which should be free of “outside” interference by depart-
ment heads under whose control these boards could be placed by
the General Court pursuant to the constitutional proposal. Some
opponents charged that this proposal would promote an unneces-
sary higher echelon of administration in certain areas, as depart-
ments were formed to embrace numbers of these specialized boards.
Finally, one Convention delegate challenged the claim that economy
would result from departmental reorganizations envisaged by pro-
ponents, by asking “Have you heard of any Governor within the
last eight years reorganizing any department to save money?”1

After the above debate, the Constitutional Convention recom-
mended, and the voters subsequently ratified at the 1918 state
election, 2 a much shorter version of the above constitutional pro-
posal, revised to require that the executive branch of the state
government be organized on the basis of 20 departments to be
established by legislative act. This “Twenty Department Plan” was
pioneered by Massachusetts and has been emulated by constitu-
tional or statutory action of at least five other states. 3 The relevant

Constitutional Amendment of 1918

1 Ibid., p. 1069. Remarks of Delegate Samuel W. George of Haverhill.
2 This constitutional amendment, Article LXVI, was ratified by 158, 394 “yes’

vs. 81,586 “no” votes.
3 Alaska and Hawaii 20 departments plus certain quasi-judicial and tem-

porary agencies; Michigan 20 departments, plus (a) Governor’s office,
(b) Lt. Governor’s office, and (c) higher educational institutions; New Jersey

20 departments, plus (a) departments for constitutional officers and (b)
temporary agencies; Vermont 20 departments, plus departments of cons-titutional officers.
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Massachusetts constitutional provision, still in effect, stipulates
that

. . . the executive and administrative work of the commonwealth shall
be organized in not more than twenty departments, in one of which every
executive and administrative office, board and commission, except those
officers serving directly under the governor or the council, shall be placed.
Such departments shall be under such supervision and regulation as the
general court may from time to time prescribe by law. (Constit., Amend.
LXVI).

The rationale of this Twenty-Department Plan was summarized
as follows in a 1951 report of the Special Commission on the
Structure of the State Government, popularly known as the “Little
Hoover Commission”:

The constitutional amendment of 1918 assumed that the work of the
executive branch of the state government would be performed by twenty
departments. These would be “line” agencies, operating or regulatory or
both. Under the Governor and Council, it was assumed at the time the

a “staff” agency a unit combining
ervices, functions which were then

amendment was adopted, would be
fiscal control and administrative
performed by an official known as .

tion.
(the) . . . supervisor of administra-

was that, in accordance with soundThe idea behind the amendment
management principles, the responsible head of the State would operate
through a limited number of responsible assistants a small enough
group so that, as chief executive, he could keep in constant contact with
each of his department heads.t

A 1926 opinion of the Attorney-General had previously held that
the primary purpose of the Twenty-Department Plan was to re-
duce the number of commissions existing in 1918, to provide for
their supervision and regulation, to put a constitutional limit on
the number of departments, and to systematize the business of
the Commonwealth.2

The Supreme Judicial Court has interpreted the word “depart-
ment”, as used in Constitutional Amendment LXVI of 1918, to
relate only to “executive and administrative” departments and not
to all three of the “grand departments” or branches of the state
government legislative, executive and judicial.3 Therefore, the
1918 amendment has not altered the basic constitutional “separa-

i Mass. Special Commission on the Structure of the State Government, Second
Report, House, No. 2126 of 1951, 13 pp., at p. 6.

2 Op. Atty. Gen. 1928, p. 64.
3 Yont v. Secretary of the Commonwealth, 275 Mass. 365 (1931).
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tion of powers” requirement of 1780 that one branch may not
intrude on the powers of either of the other two. 1

The Supreme Judicial Court has invalidated at least one legisla-
tive proposal because it did not place a contemplated new agency
either (a) under the Governor and Executive Council, or (b)
within one of the twenty departments.2 However, the Twenty-
Department Plan has been diluted by court decisions upholding
various measures (a) which created agencies “within but not un-
der the control” of certain of the 20 departments, or (b) which
permitted state-purpose “public corporations” or “authorities” to
be erected outside the formal structure of the executive branch. 3

Original Statutory Twenty-Department Plan of 1919
Upon the recommendation of Governor Calvin Coolidge, his Su-

pervisor of Administration, and of the legislative Joint Committee
on Administration and Commissions, 4 the General Court passed
the Reorganization Act of 1919 (c. 350) which provided for a state
executive branch structure to consist of (a) military and naval
officers serving directly under the Governor in his capacity as com-
mander-in-chief, (b) nine officers and boards which were placed
under the Governor and Executive Council,5 and (c) the following
20 departments:

1. Agriculture
2. Attorney-General
3. Banking and Insurance
4. Civil Service & Registration
5. Conservation
6. Corporations and Taxation
7. Correction
8. Education
9. Industrial Accidents

11. Mental Diseases
12. Metropolitan Dist. Commission
13. Public Health
14. Public Safety
15. Public Utilities
16. Public Welfare
17. Public Works
18. State Auditor
19. State Secretary
20. State Treasurer10. Labor and Industries

1 Mass. Constit., Part I, Art. XXX; 6 Op. Atty. Gen. 1921, p. 360 Ex Parte
Germain, 258 Mass. 289 (1927); Op. Justices, 302 Mass 605 (1939); Op. Atty.
Gen., April 13, 1945, p. 63.
Op. Justices, 291 Mass. 567 (1935).

3 Op. Justices, 271 Mass. 582 (1930) and 334 Mass. 731 (1956).
4 Senate, No. 1 and House, Nos. 322, 1357, 1414, 1430, 1830 and 1900 of 1919,s This group included: (1) the Supervisor of Administration; (2) the Su-

perintendent of Buildings; (3) the Armory Commission; (4) the Art Com-
mission; (5) the Board of Tax Appeals; (6) the State Ballot Law Commis-
sion; (7) the Commission on Uniform State Laws; (8) the Commissioner
of State Aid and Pensions (now the Commissioner of Veterans Services) •

and (9) the State Library.
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Nine of these 20 departments were continuations of pre-1919
departments, while the balance of 11 departments represented
amalgamations of agencies which lacked departmental status prior
to the reorganization. A number of agencies were abolished al-
together, and their functions reassigned elsewhere. The internal
framework of the twenty departments included (a) statutory di-
visions over which the relevant department head was given full
control, and (b) a variety of statutory boards, commissions, divi-
sions, officers and institutions which were accorded partial in-
dependence from such control.

In general, the 1919 Reorganization Act provided terms of office
for the department heads which exceeded the constitutional two-
year term established for the Governor and Lieutenant-Governor
(Constit. Amend. LXIV of 1918). Four other elected “constitu-
tional” officers were, however, given two-year terms; they head,
respectively, the Departments of the Attorney-General, State Audi-
tor, State Secretary, and State Treasurer.

The 1919 act continued the office of the Supervisor of Adminis-
tration (created in 1916) who performed certain centred fiscal
and personnel staff services for the state government, under su-
pervision of the Governor and Executive Council. That agency was
replaced first by the Commission on Administration and Finance
(1922), and more recently by the Executive Office for Administra-
tion and Finance (1962) 4 Finally, the Act stipulates that

All executive and administrative boards, commissions and other govern-
mental organizations and agencies, except those serving directly under
the governor or the governor and council, not by law placed under the
direction and control of some state department, shall be placed there-
under by order of the governor . . . until such time as the general court
shall make provision therefor. (G.L. c. 30, s. 1, as amended by initiative
law, Acts of 1964, c. 740, s. 4).

In all cases where the executive and administrative head of a depart-
ment is vested with authority to establish therein divisions not specifically
provided for by law, the establishment of such divisions shall be sub-
ject to the approval of the governor . . . (G.L. c. 30, s. 3, as amended by
initiative law, Acts of 1964, c. 740, s. 4).

1 See Acts of 1922, c. 545; and Acts of 1962, c. 757, amending G.L. c. 7, et al
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ibscquent Changes in Twenty Statutory Departments

Many internal changes have occurred within individual depart-
ments, but the list of twenty departments established by the 1919
Reorganization Act has not been greatly altered. In two instances,
the General Court has changed departmental names, the Depart-
ment of Mental Diseases becoming the “Department of Mental
Health” in 1939 (c. 486), and the Department of Conservation be-
coming the “Department of Natural Resources” in 1953 (c. 631).

More importantly, the General Court, again in 1953, merged the
Department of Industrial Accidents with the Department of Labor
and Industries (c. 314). The resultant vacancy in the twenty-de-
partment list was then filled by a new Department of Commerce
formed through mergers and transfers of various state planning,
development and promotional agencies (c. 409); subsequently, this
department was renamed the “Department of Commerce and
Development” by a 1964 statute reorganizing state commerce, de-
velopment, housing, and renewal administration (c. 636).

While the number of state departments has stabilized at 20, as
required by the Constitution, there has been a rapid multiplication
of statutory agencies of the executive branch, within and without
these departments. A recent count indicates at least 271 statutory
executive branch organization units as follows (a) 20 departments;
(b) 34 agencies serving “under the Governor and Council”; (c)
183 units serving within the foregoing 20 departments and 34
agencies with many of these “internal” units, however, completely
independent of control by the department or agency within which
they are located administratively; and (d) 34 miscellaneous
agencies, of which nine serve directly under the Governor, and the
other 25 agencies function outside any specified authority, al-
though the Governor appoints one or more of the officials con-
cerned. 1

This enumeration excludes 15 public authorities and districts, and 82 other
special administrative organizations, which are outside the formal structure
of the executive branch of the state government (for example, The Massa-
chusetts Bay Transportation Authority).
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Both the Twenty-Department Plan and the Reorganization Act
of 1919 have failed to produce the efficient administrative structure
and effective executive control sought for the executive branch by
the Constitutional Convention of 1917-19. The causes of this break-
down were summarized thus by the “Little Hoover Commission”
in 1951;

Breakdown of Twenty-Department Plan of 1919

The Legislature of 1919 reorganized the government to conform to
the new constitutional requirement ... (of 20 departments). Within a
very few years, however, competent critics were proclaiming the “failure”
of the Massachusetts reorganization. By now ... it is perfectly obvious
that the constitutional amendment has done little more than promote
an awkwardness and distortion in the governmental structure. As far as
its basic intent is concerned, it is a dead letter . . .

The purpose of the 1919 reorganization has been defeated - utterly
defeated by three different developments.

First, beginning as early as 1925, new divisions or bureaus or boards
began to be created in existing departments, but though nominally “in”
the departments, they were expressly excluded by statute from the de-
partments’ control. Thus, the Division of Employment Security, to take
merely one of many possible examples, to all Intents and purposes is a
wholly independent agency, yet it apparently satisfies the constitutional
requirement because it is nominally and only nominally a part of
the Department of Labor and Industries . . .

Second, a number of “line” (operating or regulatory) functions were
placed, not in existing departments, but directly under the Governor and
Council. The history of the convention and reorganization movement in-
dicates clearly that it was contemplated that only the basic “staff” services
would be “under the Governor and Council.” Yet now we find, under the
Governor and Council, not merely the main fiscal and administrative con-
trol agency, but . . . other units, including such regulatory bodies as the
Commission Against Discrimination and .

. . such operating agencies as
the Youth Service Board.

Third of lesser importance but still a stumbling block for good
administration has been the passage of laws authorizing subordinate
units of a department to perform certain functions rather than the de-
partment itself. While the head of the department is held generally
responsible, he actually is sometimes deprived by statute of any power to
operate. So even where agencies are ostensibly integrated within a de-
partment, lines of authority are broken, responsiblity is diluted, and
effective, coordinated management is impossible . .

.

We do not underestimate the importance of accepted principles of good
businesslike administration. We agree . .

. that a human being cannot
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be an adequate executive if his “span of control” is too broad for any
one man to cover. We agree, therefore, that as the head of the execu-
tive branch of the government, the Governor should be able to function
through a relatively small number of indivdual executives, boards or
commissions. As things stand today, if the Governor put only one hour
a week on the affairs of each agency for which he is, in effect, held di-
rectly responsible, he would have to spend fifteen hours a day on that
executive job alone, with no time whatever for any of his other multi-
farious duties. We believe that the Constitutional Convention .

. .
was

on the right track when it tried to reduce the number of operating
agencies to twenty. We find no magic in the number “20”, but it appears
to give sufficient latitude ... 1

A report by the Massachusetts Taxpayer Federation attributes
the existing complicated organization of the executive branch
of the state government to (a) an accumulation of solutions to
individual administrative and political questions, (b) the natural
result of a gradual evolution, and (c) the results of working with-
out any kind of administrative “master plan” or with a possibly
obsolete plan.2

Brief mention must be made of three factors, cited by various
authorities as contributing to weakened executive control and to
poor executive branch organization. They include: (a) the present
short two-year term of the Governor, soon to be doubled; 3 (b) the
longer, overlapping terms established by statute for most depart-
ment and other agency heads; and (c) the existence of the allegedly
“archaic” Executive Council, consisting of the Lieutenant-Governor
(elected at large) and eight councillors (elected biennially from as
many districts) who until 1964 had statutory powers of approval
over the appointment and removal by the Governor of most heads
of departments and other statutory agencies.

1 Mass. Special Commission on the Structure of the State Government, Second
Report, House, No. 2126 of 1951, 13 pp. at pp. 6-8.

2 Mass. Federation of Taxpayers Associations, Organization of the Executive
Branch of the Massachusetts State Government, 1962, ed., Boston, Mass.,
Jan. 1, 1962, 71 pp. mimeographed. At p. viii.

3 Constitutional Amendment Article LXXXII, approved by the voters at the
1964 state biennial election, provides for four-year terms for the Governor
Lieutenant-Governor, State Secretary, State Treasurer, Attorney-General
and State Auditor, commencing with the 1966 state biennial election.
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The Executive Council was stripped of its power to approve ap-
pointments to (or removals from) 1,017 of 1,049 statutory non-
civil service administrative offices, as a result of voter approval of
an initiative law at the 1964 state biennial election. The Council
retains (a) its constitutional power of approval over judicial ap-
pointments by the Governor, and (b) its statutory power of ap-
proval over gubernatorial appointments to the Appellate Tax Board,
Industrial Accident Board, Parole Board, Public Utilities Com-
mission, and Youth Service Board. (Initiative law, Acts of 1964, c.
740).

In the opinion of some students of government, the longer terms
of department heads and the involvement of the Executive Coun-
cil in aspects of executive branch management have militated
against the evolution of a true gubernatorial cabinet system in
Massachusetts.

Massachusetts Reorganization Efforts Since 1919

Reorganization Continuing Process
Since the passage of the 1919 Reorganization Act, the 20 depart-

ments and numerous agencies of the state government’s executive
branch have been subject to a more or less continuous if some-
what erratic process of reorganization in response to (a)
changing needs of the state, (b) new organizational theories, and
(c) political pressures of the moment. For the most part, depart-
mental and agency reorganizations have required specific statutory
authorization in each instance, either by means of amendments
to the General Laws or by provisions inserted in the appropriation
acts for the various state departments and agencies for the state
fiscal year. Traditionally, the General Court has regulated depart-
mental and agency organization in much statutory detail, and has
accorded departments and agencies little latitude to reorganize
themselves by administrative or executive order.

In varying degrees, the executive branch reorganization process
has been subject to oversight by the Governor, acting with the as-
sistance of the former Commission on Administration and Finance
which was created in 1922 (c. 545) and replaced by the Execu-
tive Office for Administration and Finance in 1962 (c. 757). The
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original statute creating that commision required it to investigate
and to report to the Governor and General Court its recommen-

dations relative to “the business affairs of the Commonwealth”
and the “reorganization, consolidation or coordination of depart-
ments and institutions, changes in methods of administration” and
other pertinent matters. These permanent “Little Hoover” func-
tions are now vested in the Commissioner of Administration, who
heads the new Executive Office of Administration and Finance
(G.L. c. 7, ss. 4 and 7).

Legislative oversight of reorganizational and other aspects of
executive branch administration is not concentrated in any one
legislative committee. It has been the province primarily of three
legislative committees, namely: (a) the Senate and House Com-
mittees on Ways and Means, in connection with their consideration
of the state budget and other appropriation proposals, and of mat-
ters referred to them for study by legislative directive; and (b)
the Joint Committee on State Administration, which considers
most bills relative to state administrative procedures and depart-
mental and agency organization. Occasionally, other joint standing
committees of the General Court participate in this process when
they consider legislative proposals affecting their special jurisdic-
tional fields.

Of these legislative committees, only the two Committees on
Ways and Means, the two Rules Committees, the Joint Committee
on Taxation and the Legislative Research Council have their own
staffs. The two Committees on Ways and Means work closely
with the State Budget Bureau and State Bureau of Personnel in
gathering and exchanging information of mutual interest; and
from time to time they utilize the staff services of the Legislative
Research Council (i.e. the Legislative Research Bureau). Most
of the legislative committees, which lack their own staffs, rely
upon that Bureau, interested individual departments and agencies,
and even outside interest groups for such information and oc-
casional staff assistance as they desire.

The number of reorganization measures submitted to the Gen-
eral Court by Governors, individual departments and agencies,
special commissions and legislative study committees has tended
to increase each year. Thus, in the period 1920-29 the number of
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these measures presented each year fluctuated between one and
six, except for 1922 when 16 proposals were considered. In the
next ten years from 1930-39, the annual number ranged from one
to six during six years, and from nine to 19 during four years
of exceptional activity. This pattern continued during the War
period of 1940-49, which saw from two to eight proposals annually,
except for 14 introduced in 1948 and nine in 1949.

Since 1950, however, the number of reorganization proposals
originating with these four foregoing sources has risen to as few
as 11 to as many as 35 annually, as indicated in the following
Table 1. This tabulation counts each bill or gubernatorial message
as one proposal, even though it may be reintroduced subsequently.

Table 1.
Annual Numbers of Executive Branch Reorganization Proposals, 1920-GJf

No. of No. of
Proposals Year Proposals

9 1950 13
5 1951 11
6 1952 20

17 1953 29
19 1954 21

0 1955 18
2 1956 18
2 1957 15
7 1958 16
0 1959 34

8 1960 35
8 1961 15
7 1962 25

14 1963 14
9 1964 11

Total 471~ _

No. of
Year Proposals Year

1920 2
1921 3
1922 16
1923 0
1924 0

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

194011925
194101926

6 19421927
5 19431928

194421929

19451930 1
1931 4
1932 3

1946
1947
19481933 12
194951934

The large number of proposals introduced by individual legisla-
tors calling for reorganization of stated executive departments
and agencies has not been determined. Such proposals are not
especially germane to the subject matter of this Research Council
Report.
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Reorganization hy Legislation
Major Reorganization Efforts. Appendix B of this report out-

lines in chronological order the highlights of the 17 major execu-
tive branch reorganization efforts via legislation, which have been
made since 1921 by (a) 11 individual governors, (b) four special
commissions of the “Little Hoover” type, and (c) two legislative
committees acting under special study directives. In this con-
nection, a “major” effort is deemed to be one in which the sponsor
sought changes in five or more departments and agencies of the
executive branch, by means of one or more legislative bills.

Appendix B indicates that very limited success was achieved by
the sponsors of legislation comprising these 17 major reorganiza-
tion efforts. Four of the 17 reorganization drives, by three Gover-
nors and one special commission, appear to have gained nearly all
their desired objectives. In another five of these 17 reorganization
efforts by two Governors, one special commission and two legis-
lative committees only between one-third and one-half of the
desired reorganizations were approved in some form by the Gen-
eral Court. Six of the 17 efforts, by five Governors and one special
commission, attained less than one-third of their goals. And finally,
two reorganization efforts, by one Governor and one special com-
mission, were totally unsuccessful.

Furthermore, in most cases where favorable legislative action
was forthcoming, the General Court modified the original pro-
posal, often very extensively.

Legislative Acceptance of Reorganization Proposals. Another in-
dication of the Legislature’s response to reorganization proposals
affecting executive departments and agencies is presented by ac-
companying Table 2.

That table, based on the final bulletins of each General Court
since 1920, tabulates reorganization proposals submitted to the
Legislature by: (a) governors in their annual, budgetary and special
messages to the General Court; (b) individual departments and
agencies, usually in their annual reports, but also in special reports
to the Legislature; (c) special commissions created by the General
Court to study some or all state departments, agencies and ac-
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TABLE 2.
Legislative Action on Reorganization Proposals, 1920-6Jf

Proposals submitted No. Reorganization Proposals Ratios
to Legislature by Not EnactedX Enacted Total Enacted

Governors:
Significant proposals 90 34 124 27.4%
Minor proposals 37 25 62 40.3%

Sub-total 127 59 186 31.7%
Departments & Agencies:

Significant proposals 39 6 45 13.3%
Minor proposals 54 19 73 26.0%

Sub-total 93 25 118 21.1%
Special Commissions:

Significant proposals 48 19 67 28.3%
Minor proposals 39 19 58 32.7%

Sub-total 87 38 125 30.4%
Legislative Committees;2

Significant proposals 13 13 24 54.1%
Minor proposals 8 8 18 44.4%

Sub-total 21 21 42 50.0%
All Four Groups Above:

Significant proposals 190 70 260 26.9%
Minor proposals 138 73 211 35.5%

Grand Total 328 143 471 30.2%

i These "not enacted” cases include proposals: (a) referred to study; (b) re-
jected, referred to next annual session, etc.; and (c) not reported out by
legislative committees.

2 This classification covers only special studies undertaken by standing com-
mittees.

The total number of proposals tabulated (471) is believed to in-
clude more than 98% of all such measures introduced by such
sponsors in the past 44 years. As here used the term “proposal”
is equated with one legislative document; hence, the successive

tivities; and (d) legislative committees, either standing or special,
pursuant to study directives.
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introductions of a reorganization request before it finally prevails
or is abandoned, introduces some duplication in this count. More-
over, proposals have been classified somewhat arbitrarily as “signifi-
cant” or “minor” on the basis of a quick examination of individual
measures and an evaluation of their controversiality. Therefore,
that classification must also be regarded as only approximate.

Of the total 471 reorganization proposals introduced from 1920
through 1964 the tabulation shows that only 30.2% (143) were
enacted into law by the General Court, this ratio was somewhat
lower for “significant” proposals, and somewhat higher for “minor”
proposals. Not indicated by the table is the fact that, in most
instances, the proposals as finally enacted by the General Court
were modified as a result of the “give and take” of the legislative
process, and of final legal polishing. In many cases, these modifica-
tions were considerable, so that in reality only a part of the original
reorganization scheme was approved.

In general, the best record for winning legislative approval for
both significant and minor proposals is that of legislative com-
mittees (50%), followed by the governors (31.7%), special com-
missions (30.4%), and departments and agencies (21.1%).

Under specific statutory authority, at least nine state depart-
ments, 1 five other administrative agencies 2 and the governing bodies
of the 24 state institutions of higher education 3 may by adminis-
trative order or regulation reorganize their internal structure and
reassign work among their component units. In addition, many

Reorganization by Administrative Action

1 Departments of: Agriculture (G.L. c. 20, s. 6), Commerce and Development
(G.L. c. 23A, s. 5), Corporations and Taxation (G.L. c. 14, ss. 1, 3), Labor
and Industries (G.L. c. 23, s. 3), Mental Health (G.L. c. 19, ss. 1, 4; c. 123,
s. 7), Metropolitan District Commission (G.L. c. 28, s. 3), Public Health
(G.L. c. 17, s. 4; c. 111, s. 2) Public Welfare (G.L. c. 18, ss. 4, 10C), and
Public Works (G.L. c. 16, s. 3).

2 Agencies: Executive Office for Administration and Finance (G.L. c. 7, ss.
4A-4C); Divisions of the Blind (G.L. c. 15, s. 13A), Civil Service (G.L. c. 13,
s. 3), and Employment Security (G.L. c. 23, ss. 9J-9K); State Police, in De-
partment of Public Safety (G.L. c. 22, s. 9A).
Derived from statutes vesting their governing bodies with “fiscal indepen-
dence” and “powers and duties customarily and traditionally exercised by
governing boards of institutions of higher learning” (G.L. c. 15, s. 1; c. 75 s1; c. 75A, s. 1; c. 758, s. 1.).
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other departments and agencies have similar powers of self-re-
organization implied in their organic statutes.

Such administrative orders and regulations may not be used to
abolish or consolidate any offices or administrative units created
within the department or agency by statute. In all cases where a
department head is empowered to establish within his department
one or more divisions not specifically provided for by statute, the
establishment of such divisions is subject to approval by the Gov-
ernor (G.L. c. 30, s. 3; as modified by initiative law, Acts of 1964,
c. 740). Furthermore, departmental “self-reorganization” measures
affecting non-statutory component units may require legislative
endorsement (via appropriation act changes) in the instance of
units whose appropriations are provided in specific appropriation
accounts (“line items”) of the budget; transfers of money among
appropriation accounts involve an exercise of appropriation powers
reserved to the General Court by the Constitution (Part 11, c. I, s. I,
Arts. 11, IV; Amend. LXm). However, reorganizations which
necessitate only transfers of funds among subsidiary accounts with-
in the same appropriation account do not require legislative ac-
tion; they can be accomplished by the department or agency with
the approval of the State Budget Commissioner and, in certain in-
stances, the Governor (G.L. c. 29, ss. 9B and 29).

Administrative orders and regulations governing self-reorgani-
zation of these departments and agencies are exempted from the
requirements of the State Administrative Procedure Act, so long
as they are confined to “the internal management” of the depart-
ment or agency. However, that Act applies to any part of those
regulations which affects “the rights of or procedures available to
the public or that portion of the public affected” by the activities
of the department or agency. (G.L. c. 30A, s. 1, clause 5).

Statistics are not immediately available to indicate the frequency
or extent of self-reorganizations by state departments and agen-
cies by means of administrative orders and regulations. Such
powers have been used occasionally by the Departments of Public
Health and of Mental Health, and by other departments and agen-
cies to make significant changes of their internal structure. More
frequent small organizational alterations by administrative means
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are known to occur in the course of each year as the departments
and agencies cope with changing workloads.

Factors for Success or Failure of Reorganization Efforts
Many factors combine to bring success or failure to proposals to

reorganize executive branch departments and agencies. The im-
pact of each factor upon proposals varies, depending upon the cir-
cumstances of the moment, and often on the element of luck. These
factors are summarized below under the headings of “Factors For
Success” and “Factors For Failure”, on the basis of “post mortem”
studies by various knowledgeable authorities of reorganization
efforts in Massachusetts and other states.

Factors for Success. To win acceptance in whole or in part, the
sponsors of reorganization proposals must demonstrate the need
for changes in executive branch departments and agencies, and
must overcome the opposition of elements within and without both
the executive branch and the Legislature who desire to preserve
the status quo for various reasons. At least three major factors
are critical for success, namely: (1) the existence of a political cli-
mate favorable to the desired improvement; (2) confidence in the
objectivity, workmanship and fairness of the authors of the reor-
ganization scheme; and (3) realistic statesmanship on the part of
advocates of the reorganization.

Elements of a favorable political climate include: (a) the exis-
tence of a consensus favoring governmental improvements in the
interest of economy, better service to the public, and responsible
administration, among the Governor, legislative leaders, and im-
portant segments of the public; and (b) a reasonably effective spirit
of cooperation between the Governor and Legislature.

Confidence in the objectivity, workmanship and fairness of the
reorganization proposal is increased by (a) a moderate approach to
the problems involved, (b) careful staff research work on all fea-
tures of the reorganization proposal, and (c) procedures which
give department and agency heads a sense of participation in the
development of reorganization recommendations. On this score,
an official of the Massachusetts Special Commission on the Struc-
ture of the State Government stated his commission sought
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Moderation, caution and realism in our general approach. We
avoid extremes in our proposals and our statements: we do not go around
denouncing political parties, “bureaucrats”, or indulging in other forms
of sensationalism. We assume that most of the legislative, political and
departmental people we have to deal with are honest and conscientious in
the performance of their duties. We recognize the existence of the

In the instance of reorganizations proposed by special commis-
sions, executive and legislative confidence is affected favorably by
the choice of high calibre legislator and non-legislator commission
members knowledgeable in public affairs and management, and by
the employment of a competent staff. The comparatively low rate
of legislative acceptance of reorganization proposals by depart-
ments and agencies which is shown in the foregoing Table 2 re-
veals little legislative confidence in the objectivity of these pro-
posals.

Closely related to the foregoing are the methods used by the offi-
cer or commission proposing a reorganization. These methods in-
clude: (a) The avoidance of political posturing; (b) the protection
of civil service employees in the reorganization process; (c) pro-
cedures which meet half way the lobbies interested in the agency
to be reorganized; (d) effective liaison with legislative leaders, in-
cluding the chairmen of legislative committees; and (e) effective
liaison with the news media and with civic organizations dedicated
to economy and efficiency in the state government.

Factors For Failure. Six major factors contributing to the de-
feat of reorganization proposals, listed in a report by the Montana
Legislative Council, 2 are summarized as follows:

political party mechanism.i

(1) “Normal” drive for agency autonomy. It seems to be an innate
characteristic of administrative agencies to desire independence.

(2) Historical background of separate responsibility to the Electorate.
(The)

. . . constitutions of most . . . states . . . were . . . written during
the two or three generations when the strength of democracy was thought
to be in direct proportion to the number of elective offices . .

. (Hence, a
number of popularly elected administrative department heads are provided
for in these constitutions)

. .

.

1 Letter to K. A. Bosworth by William A. Waldron, Deputy Director, Mass.
Special Commission on the Structure of the State Government, August 22,
1952. At. p. 6.
Montana Legislative Council, Executive Reorganization, Report No. 7, Novem-
ber 1962, 76 pp. At pp. 5-7.
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There are several reasons why shortening the ballot of state elective
officials has not been universally accepted. The voters have become ac-
customed to voting for that office, and have a tendency to feel that it is
appropriately elective. Second, the appeal of “direct responsibility to the
people” is difficult to overcome. Third, the incumbent of an elective post
has, by definition, a political following of some consequence, and his po-
sition of independence will not lightly be tampered with by knowledgeable
legislators. Finally, there is some political advantage to the parties or
factions within parties in having a long ballot.

(3) Clientele and interest group attitudes. Our society is a pluralistic
one. Most individuals have stronger loyalties to particular groups than to
the community as a whole; or at least, these special loyalties are more
discernible. Not only do these clientele groups want their agencies separ-

ate, they also want their money separate. Every group which has set up
a governmental licensing program wants the license fees kept out of the
general fund.

Each interest group, identifying the public interest with its own, feels
that it can best insure proper administration of its affairs by keeping the
agency and funds involved “independent” meaning independent of
everyone but the particular interest concerned. Thus, the politics of special
influence are substituted for general, ballot box politics, often with the
highest of motive.i

(4) Desire to insulate special types of programs. There are widespread
beliefs that certain kinds of governmental programs exist which should
be kept in some measure apart from the political process. Regulatory
activities are one class of governmental program where direct political
responsibility is often thought to be undesirable, particularly when quasi-
judicial determinations based on evidence presented during a formal hear-
ing are involved.

It is also suggested that there are certain especially “controversial”
areas in which freedom from political control permits a higher degree
of objectivity. This argument says, in effect, that some things are just
too political to be given to the politicians.

(5) Political division between legislature and governor. In spite of what
seems to be a growing legislative recognition of the need for increased
authority in the governor’s office, the highest degree of mutual trust
does not always exist between the legislature and the governor. When it is
at odds with the governor, or even restive under gubernatorial leadership,
the legislature, being responsible for the basic outlines of administrative
organization, will normally feel it can keep control of an activity better
if the activity is administratively independent of the governor. The re-
sult of this policy is the creation of agencies that often are effectively
responsible to no one.

These special interest groups tend to oppose any reorganization of their
relevant department or agency which is not proposed by themselves. They
also fear that changes in the status quo of their department or agency
may reduce the importance of their programs and make it more difficult
for the department or agency to obtain adequate appropriations. (Letter
by William A. Waldron of August 22, 1952, op. cit, p. 7).
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(6) Dissatisfaction with central political processes. Underlying many
of the various pressures for separatism outlined above is a subtle distrust
of our political system. Many people feel that the state political system
does not produce qualified and responsible leaders and hesitate to en-
trust programs which they consider important to the kind of central
leadership actually produced by the political process. Instead, they
would prefer to rely on professional responsibility of career employees,
clientele and interest group influences, boards of unpaid citizens, and na-
tional prescription of program and administration.

This objection to integration, of course, goes to the heart of the matter.
The basis assumption of the proponents of reorganization is that the
popular will is satisfactorily expressed through the political process of
electing the legislature and governor.

Many persons, on the other hand, feel that state politics is not based
on attention to issues and so does not produce any real consensus on
scope or nature of governmental programs. They prefer, then, to trust
the narrow, special, and concealed politics of influence which is brought
to play upon administrative agencies which are largely independent of
central political control. They do not believe, in other words, that the
forces which combine to produce a majority of those voting in a state
election are the best forces to which the conduct of state programs can
be entrusted. The tendency produced by this belief has been to make
Montana state election politics a sort of game with comparatively limited
stakes; most of the activities actually administered at the state level are
exempt from this central political game and left instead to the diverse
forces of various special interest groups.

Any discussion of the reasons for the legislative defeat of execu-
tive branch reorganization proposals must also recognize the
“propaganda” aspects of some proposals doomed from the first to
defeat. Such proposals may be of a “trail-blazing” variety, intended
to stimulate legislative and public thinking and discussion, with a
view to the eventual acceptance sometime in the future. Other
proposals of a “window dressing” variety are sometimes introduced
by a governor, department, agency or study group as a gesture
toward economy, or as part of a political manoeuvre, without
serious intent of pressing through to enactment.

Finally, it must be noted that reorganization proposals vary in
merit. It does not necessarily follow that they are all worthy
simply because they are proposed by a governor or a prominent
study commission. Accordingly, quite apart from the factors of
lobbying and partisan politics, the Legislature must separate the
wheat from the chaff among the reorganization proposals which
are submitted.
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During the past five years, a total of 17 proposals have been
presented to the General Court with reference to procedures to
govern reorganization of departments and agencies of the executive
branch by the Governor, subject to legislative veto. These pro-
posals have all been modelled on federal government practices.

Of the total, ten proposals sought to achieve their objective by
means of statutory changes only, and the other seven emphasized
a constitutional approach. Of the 17 proposals, 14 incorporated
detailed provisions, whereas the other three involved only gen-
eralized recommendations by the Governor without detail.

These reorganization bills are a direct product of the movement
for constitutional reform which began in 1957, and which is still
in progress today. Accordingly, the legislative background of the
pending reorganization proposal, reprinted as House, No. 460 of
1965, is presented under the four headings of (1) the Constitu-
tional Reform Movement, (2) the Mahoney Report and Statutory
Proposal of 1960, (3) Nine Statutory Proposals of 1961-64, and
(4) Seven Constitutional Proposals of 1962-65.

In four messages to the General Court in the late 1950’5, Gov-
ernor Foster Furcolo requested legislation authorizing a “popular
constitutional convention” composed of delegates elected by the
voters of the Commonwealth. 1 The last two of these four messages
listed specific subjects for consideration by such a convention, in-
cluding “the reorganization of the Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment”. Bipartisan public interest in the proposed popular cons-
titutional convention was further stimulated by a series of related
articles published by the Boston Globe late in 1959.2 Nevertheless,
the General Court refused to authorize this convention.

CHAPTER IV.

LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND OF
CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSAL

Constitutional Reform Movement
Origin and Recent Developments

1 Senate, Nos. 1 of 1957 (at p. 54), 1958 (at p. 22), 1959 (at pp. 4-5), and 1960
(at pp. 27-29); House, No. 3175 of 1960 (at p. 3).
Boston Globe, Inc., Constitutional Convention, series of articles by John
Harris reprinted in pamphlet form, 1960, 20 pp.
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Consequently, in May 1960 the then Secretary of State (now
Senator) Joseph D. Ward organized a “Constitutional Conference”
composed of interested and eminent persons from various walks
of life who were interested in constitutional revision. That organi-
zation was superceded in 1962 by the present Council for Consti-
tutional Reform, sponsored by individuals associated with the 1960
conference. In 1963, that Council failed by a narrow margin to
obtain the 63,273 voter signatures then necessary for the success
of its initiative proposal for the convening of a popular constitu-
tional convention in 1967.1 The agenda of the convention would
have been limited to certain specific subjects, including the “organi-
zation of the executive and administrative work of the Common-
wealth”.

During this period, constitutional revision by alternative methods
were advocated by Governor John A. Volpe, various legislators
and civic organizations. During Governor Volpe’s first administra-
tion (1961-63) the General Court approved four legislative amend-
ments to the Constitution, relative to: (a) a four year term for
the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, Attorney-General, State Audi-
tor, State Secretary and State Treasurer; (b) continuity of govern-
ment; (c) state credit; and (d) Supreme Judicial Court advisory
opinions. These amendments were agreed to by the 1963 General
Court and ratified by the voters in November 1964. In addition,
Senate President John E. Powers, proposed a “blue ribbon” Com-
mission which was set up by 1962 resolve and was given until
March 1967, to complete studies for the “amendment, revision or
simplification” of the Constitution (Resolves of 1962, c. 88).

In still another 1962 development, a Citizens Committee was
established by Hon. Endicott Peabody, during his successful bid
for the Governorship, which circulated initiative petitions in sup-

1 Petitions for initiative laws in Massachusetts require, initially, signatures of
registered voters equal in number to 3% of the vote cast for governor in
the preceding state biennial election; if the Legislature refuses to pass such
a law, the petitioners may submit their proposal directly to the electorate
at the next state biennial election by obtaining additional signatures of
registered voters equal to % of 1% of the foregoing vote. (Constit., Amends.
XLVII, LXXIV and LXXXI).
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port of five proposed constitutional amendments.1 However, the
required 72,514 voter signatures were not obtained within the
prescribed time limit.2 Subsequently, the proposals were intro-
duced by individual legislators; three of them, filed by Rep. Paul
C. Menton of Watertown, were approved for a first time by the
1963 General Court, and were referred to the 1965-66 General
Court for second approval. In the meanwhile, these three cons-
titutional proposals were included within the scope of the “omnibus”
study directive to the Legislative Research Council which is the
basis of this report (Senate, No. 871 of 1964).

Finally, in 1964 the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers As-
sociations, the Massachusetts League of Women Voters and the
Massachusetts Junior Chamber of Commerce successfully sponsored
an initiative law, referred to in the previous Chapter 111, which
greatly reduced the statutory powers of the Executive Council
(Acts of 1964, c. 740). That proposal was approved by the elec-
torate at the 1964 state biennial election by 1,133,624 “yes” to
589,219 “no” votes.

The above developments reflect of the strong support that has
been manifested among reform groups in favor of a strengthened
role for the Governor as “supreme executive magistrate”3 within
the executive branch. Thus, these reform groups place great em-

Support for Strengthened Governorship

1 The five initiative constitutional proposals (a) executive branch reorganiza-
tion; (b) a four-year term for the Governor and certain other officers, with
“joint election” of the Governor and Lieutenant-Governor; (c) abolition
of the Executive Council; (d) a six-month limit on the length of legislative
sessions; and (e) municipal home rule.

2 Petitions for initiative amendments to the Massachusetts Constitution re-
quire signatures of registered voters equal in number to 3% of the vote cast
for governor’s in the preceding state biennial election. If at least 25% of the
members of the Senate and House of Representatives sitting jointly vote in
favor of such a constitutional proposal, it is referred to the General Court
seated following the next biennial election. If at least 25% of the members
of the Senate and House sitting jointly again vote in favor of the proposal,
it is placed on the ballot of the next state biennial election for voter
ratification. (Constit. Amends. XLVIII, LXXIV and LXXXI).

3 “There shall be a supreme executive magistrate, who shall be styled TheGovernor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; and whose title shall be
His Excellency” (Mass. Constit., Part 11, c. 11, s. I, Art. I).
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phasis on such topics as (a) a four-year term for the Governor
and other constitutional officers, (b) abolition of the Executive
Council, (c) the establishment of terms for appointed department
and agency heads which are coterminous with that of the appoint-
ing Governor, (d) improvement of the Governor’s staff agency for
administration and finance, and (e) enlargement of the powers of
the Governor to reorganize the executive branch.

Interest in enlarging the latter gubernatorial powers was stimu-
lated by a special report submitted to the General Court in 1960
by State Commissioner of Administration Charles F. Mahoney
(House, No. 3262). In his opening summary statement in that
20-page report, Commissioner Mahoney observed that

The experiences in drafting and preparing
.

. . (legislation relative to
the reorganization of the central management agencies of the state) . . .1
have demonstrated that the purposes of the internal reorganization of
many of the other agencies are so complex, so technical, and so inter-
related, that they should be approached in a way somewhat different
procedurally from the method of uncoordinated specific legislative enact-
ments with which we are familiar, and which may have sufficed for the
seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Accordingly, I am submitting herewith a bill establishing the Executive
Reorganization Plan Procedure as another important step in the moderni-
zation of Massachusetts state government. This Executive Reorganization
Plan Procedure is solidly based on over a quarter of a century of suc-
cessful federal experience. Some forward looking States, facing the prob-
lems of the second half of the twentieth century, have also seen the
advantages which may accrue from the adaptation of the federal procedure
to their own problems.

It has been widely recognized by students of Massachusetts government
that our organizational and operational procedures are greatly outmoded
and ineffective. Many have recognized the necessity for broad and specific
constitutional change and reform .

. . (Others need)
... to be reminded

that in the States as well as in the nation, “it is a constitution we are
expounding . . . intended to endure for ages to come, and, consequently,
to be adapted to the various crises of human affairs”. M’Culloch v. Mary-
land, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 407, 415 (1819).

Mahoney Report and Statutory Proposal of 1960
Background

t Message of Governor Foster Furcolo, forwarding a special report to the
Governor by the Commission on Administration and Finance, titled Concern-
ing the Reorganization of the Central Administrative and Management Func-
tions of the Executive Branch. (House, No. 3175 of 1960, 151pp.).
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. . .
(The) . . . Executive Reorganization Plan recommended in the ac-

companying legislation is constitutional and conforms to the requirements
of our famous document a constitution, which, we should remind our-
selves, “is to be construed broadly in order to effectuate the basic princi-
ples of government established by it”. Opinion of the Justices, 297 Mass.
577, 580, 9 N.E. 2d 186, 188 (1937). The General Court may wish, after
giving study to this matter, to seek an Opinion of the Justices if,
in its judgment, important constitutional questions exist. (House, No.
3262 of 1960, pp. 4-5).

The above reorganization procedure bill (House, No. 3262 of
1960), reprinted in full in Appendix C of this Legislative Research
Council report, is based on (a) the model state executive branch
reorganization procedure law recommended by the Council of State
Governments in 1956,1 and (b) the Federal Reorganization Act
of 1949.2 The basic purposes of this bill, drafted to comply with
Massachusetts constitutional requirements, were outlined as fol-
lows:

.
. . first, to require the Governor (acting through the Executive Office

for Administration and Finance) to examine the organization of the
agencies of the executive branch and determine what changes are needed
to improve the execution of the laws, to reduce expenditures and pro-
mote economy, to increase efficiency, to coordinate agencies and functions,
to reduce the number of agencies, and to eliminate duplication; second,
to authorize the Governor to prepare and to transmit to the General Court
detailed “Reorganization Plans” for any agency or group of agencies which
he finds and declares, after his examination, in need of reorganization for
the enumerated purposes; and, third, to provide that a Reorganization Plan
will take effect as presented sixty calendar days after its transmittal to
the General Court unless either the Senate or House of Representatives
has passed during that period a resolution opposing the Reorganization
Plan. Of these three elements in the legislation, only the last, the Re-
organization Plan enactment procedure, represents an important departure
from the legislative process which has been utilized to meet problems of
an earlier day. I believe that this departure is not only warranted, but
essential, to the development of integrated agency reorganizations. (House,
No. 3262 of 1960 pp. 5-6).

1 Council of State Governments, Suggested State Legislation; Program for
1957, Chicago, 111., 1956, 215pp. At. pp. 70-73.

2 03 Stat. 205; 5 U.S.C. 133z-3.

Some highlights of the proposed law are as follows:
The Governor would be required to seek continuing improve-
ments of intraagency and interagency coordination, and advisable

Summary of Reorganization Procedure Proposal
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reorganizations of agencies and functions; his mandate under the
bill would include better execution of the laws, reduction of ex-
penditures, and increase of efficiency (s. 1).

Whenever he found that the transfer, abolition, consolidation or
co-ordination of agencies or functions were necessary, the Gover-
nor would be required to submit “reorganization plans” to the two
houses of the General Court, amending the present laws (s. 2).
Such reorganization plan would take effect in accordance with the
plan at the end of 60 calendar days from the date of transmittal
unless during that period either the Senate or the House of Repre-
sentatives passed a resolution opposing the plan (s. 5).

The procedure to be followed by the General Court for such a
resolution of opposition was specified in the bill (s. 11). Neither
resolution nor reorganization plan would be subject to amendment
by the General Court during its deliberations )s. 6). The bill
also established both the required contents of a reorganization plan
and imposed limitations thereon include: (a) declaration of neces-
sity; (b) specific indication of the agencies and functions to be re-
organized and their authorizing statutes; and (c) provisions for
transferred items.

Limitations upon this reorganization plan power were those; (a)
prohibiting the abolition of any of the 20 statutory departments;
(b) forbidding the use of reorganization plans to create new func-
tions, to abolish existing functions, or to extend their authorized
life; (c) requiring compliance with all applicable Civil Service Law
provisions; and (d) outlawing “freeze-ins” of non-permanent in-
cumbent personnel in permanent positions.

Finally, the bill stipulated that the reorganization powers granted
to the Governor were to expire after ten years (s. 13).

In a detailed legal discussion,1 the Commissioner of Administra-
tion explored the constitutionality of House, No. 3262 of 1960. In-
volved were three important interrelated questions stemming from
the “separation of powers” article of the Massachusetts Constitu-

Constitutional Aspects of Proposal

1 House, No. 3263 of 1960, pp. 12-20.
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tion, which limits delegations of power by one branch of the state
government to another, by stipulating that

In the government of this Commonwealth, the legislative department
shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers or either of them;
The executive shall never exercise the legislative and judicial powers, or
either of them: The judicial shall never exercise the legislative and execu-
tive power, or either of them: to the end it may be a government of laws
and not of men. (Part I, Declaration of Rights, Art. XXX; emphasis sup-
plied in italics).

These questions pertained to (1) the delegation of legislative
power, (2) the standards governing that delegation, and (3) proce-
dural aspects.

(1) Delegation of Legislative Power. The first important ques-
tion which the Commissioner sought to answer was, does such a
proposed statutory authorization to the Governor to prepare and
transmit executive reorganization plans to the General Court con-
stitute a delegation of legislative power forbidden by the consti-
tution? He concluded that it does not.

The Commissioner noted that delegations of power among
branches of the state government have occurred in Massachusetts
and have been upheld by the Supreme Judicial Court. In respect to
the issue of legislative delegations, he cited judicial opinions in
Massachusetts and other states upholding statutes delegating legis-
lative authority, provided that the relevant statute defines suffici-
ently the general policy to be followed, so that the working out of
the details of that policy may constitutionally be left to the officer
or agency to whom the power was delegated. 1 Reference was made
to opinions of lower federal courts and of the United States At-
torney-General holding constitutional reorganization acts passed
by Congress which had fewer provisions for legislative control
than House, No. 3262 of 1960.2 The Commissioner expressed the
belief that the unconstitutional delegation of legislative power to

1 Krupp v. Building Commissioner of Newton, 325 Mass. 686, 691 (1950);
Russell v. Treasurer and Receiver-General, 331 Mass. 501 (1954); Opinion of
the Justices, 334 Mass. 721 (1956).

Isbrandtsen-Moller Co. v. U. S., 14F Supp. 407, S.p).N.Y., 1936; Swayne &

Hoyt v. U. S., 18F. Supp. 25, D.C., 1936. See also U. S. Attorney-General’s
memorandum of March 17, 1949, in U. S. Senate Report No. 232, 81st Con-
gress, Ist Session, 20 (1949).
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the Governor was prevented by provisions in his bill giving either
branch of the General Court the power the disapprove any reor-
ganization plan submitted by the Governor (s. 11). Further, it was
suggested that the proposed bill was not a “delegation” of legisla-
tive power, but rather a mere “authorization to a co-equal branch
to exercise powers constitutionally present from the start”. This
legislatively regulated reorganization plan procedure would be
available to the Governor in his role as “supreme executive magis-
trate” under the Constitution.

(2) Standards. The second major question posed was; if legisla-
tive power is delegated by the bill, is that delegation within con-
stitutional limits? The Commissioner concluded that even if legisla-
tive power was delegated by House, No. 3262, that bill would es-
tablish well-defined purposes, standards, procedures and restric-
tions for executive reorganizations, pursuant to “a general policy
clearly and sufficiently laid down by the General Court.”

(3) Procedural Aspects. The third and final significant question
concerned the constitutionality of the “enactment” procedure au-
thorized by the bill, whereby reorganization plans submitted to the
General Court by the Governor would take effect unless vetoed by
a resolution adopted of either chamber of that body. The Commis-
sioner asserted that this procedure was constitutional, whether or
not a delegation of legislative power were involved. In support of
that view, he cited the following statement by the United States
Senate Committee on Expenditures in the Executive De-
partments in 1949, relative to a similar federal reorganization
bill:

The power thus reserved to each House was essentially the same as that
possessed by each House in the ordinary legislative process, in which no
new law or change in existing law can be made if a majority of either
House does not favor it. No significant difference would seem to exist by
reason of the fact that under the ordinary legislative process the unwill-
ingness of either House to approve the making of new laws or a change
in existing law is manifested by the negative act of refusing to register
a favorable vote, whereas under the bill the unwillingness must be mani-
fested by the affirmative act of the passage of a resolution of disapproval
of a reorganization plan.i

1 U. S. Senate Report, No. 232, 81st Congress, Ist. Session 15 (1949).
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The commissioner declared that this procedure would be con-
sistent with the authority of the General Court “to make, ordain,
and establish, all manner of wholesome and reasonable Orders,
laws, statutes, and ordinances, directions and instructions” not re-
pugnant to the Constitution; Furthermore, he argued that the re-
organization plan procedure compiled with the constitutional re-
quirement that each chamber of the General Court “have a nega-
tive on the other” (Part 11, c. I, s. I, Art. I).

The measure proposed in House, No. 3262 of 1960, was adversely
reported by the Joint Committee on State Administration after a
public hearing. However, the House of Representatives rejected
the report by recommitting the measure to the same committee
which then recommended a study by a special commission (House,
No. 3321). The relevant resolve was approved by the House of
Representatives, but rejected by the Senate.

This special “blue ribbon” commission (created by Resolve of
1962, c. 88) submitted its first large report in early 1963 contain-
ing an analysis of constitutional problems.1

That document reviewed the origin and objectives of the Twenty-
Department Plan, and emphasized the intent of the 1918 Consti-
tutional Convention to reduce the number of state departments
and agencies, and to provide for their direct responsibility to the
Governor. The Commission argued that this intent could be carried
out (a) by requiring that all agencies be placed within the 20 de-
partments, (b) by subjecting such agencies to effective super-
vision by their department heads, and (c) by making the terms of
appointive department heads coterminous with that of the Gover-
nor who names them.

The Commission report reviewed the Mahoney Report of 1960,
relative to an executive branch reorganization plan procedure for
Massachusetts (House, No. 3262). It recommended further study,

Report by Commission on Constitutional Revision.

Legislative Action on Proposal

1 Special Commission on Constitutional Revision, Initial Report, Boston, Mass.
March 27, 1963, 259pp. printed. This report, filed with the Senate Clerk, was
never printed as a numbered legislative document.
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and the possible dovetailing of that procedure with (a) coterminous
terms for department heads, and (b) a cabinet system for the
executive branch. 1 Hence, the commission did not offer a reorgan-
ization plan procedure proposal.

In the years 1961-64, nine unsuccessful efforts were made to
enact a statute establishing a reorganization plan procedure for the
executive branch.

Seven of the nine proposals filed in support of this statutory
approach were substantially identical to the bill proposed by Com-
missioner Mahoney in 1960 (House, No. 3262).2 The variations
v/hich they contained are indicated in footnotes to the original 1960
Mahoney Bill which is reprinted as Appendix C. These variations
include requirements (a) that the Governor must submit reorgan-
ization plans so submitted must be given a public hearing by a
committee not earlier than 15 nor later than 30 calendar days
after the plan is printed (four bills); and (c) new effective dates
and expiration dates (all seven bills).

Two other recent reorganization proposals were also placed be-
fore the General Court. One of these a generalized recommendation
in Governor Peabody’s inaugural address of 1963 that a reorganiza-
tion procedure statute be enacted pending adoption of a constitu-
tional amendment, was not referred to a legislative committee and
hence expired (Senate, No. 1 of 1963, p. 6).

The other bill, proposing a statutory approach to reorganization
plan procedure, was introduced by Senate Minority Leader Philip
A. Graham of Essex, (Senate, No. 464 of 1964). This bill, which
would have expired at the end of 1966, sought passage in statutory
form of the reorganization procedure proposed in the pending con-
stitutional amendment approved by the 1963 General Court (re-
printed as House, No. 460 of 1965). It was referred to the Joint

Nine Statutory Proposals of 1961-64

1 Ibid., “Reorganization of the Executive Branch”, pp. 32-28 (main text).
2 House, Nos.: 1 209 of 1961 (Rep. Thos. C. Wojtkowski of Pittsfield); 1471 of

1961 Rep. Rooert Q. Crane of Boston); 1436 of 1962 (Rep. Lawrence F.
Feloney of Cambridge); 1694 of 1962 (Rep. James R. Nolen of Ware); 1574
of 1963 (Rep. Paul C. Menton of Watertown); 2138 of 1963 (Rep. Robert H.
Quinn of Boston); and 2370 of 1963 (Rep. Thos. C. Wojtkowski of Pittsfield).
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Committee on State Administration for study and a report to the
1965 General Court (Joint Order, Senate, No. 769, adopted by the
Senate on May 13, 1964, and by the House, in concurrence, on May
20, 1964).

Within the past three years, seven proposals have sought consti-
tutional authorization of a reorganization plan procedure for the
executive branch of the state government. Five of these proposals
were bills setting forth the texts of proposed constitutional amend-
ments; and two were generalized proposals, without specific consti-
tutional texts, that were part of gubernatorial inaugural addresses.
Of these measures, House No. 1383 of 1963 was adopted for the
first time in that year by the General Court, and now comes up as
House, No. 460 of 1965 for second approval.

Four Proposals Introduced in 1963. In 1962, the Citizens for
Peabody Committee circulated an initiative petition on behalf of
the following constitutional amendment which would have (a) est-
ablished an executive branch reorganization procedure as a matter
of constitutional mandate, and (b) repealed constitutional provision
requiring a “Twenty Department Plan” of executive branch organ-
ization :

Art. Section 1. The governor shall from time to time examine and re-
examine the organization of all agencies within the executive department
of the government of the commonwealth and shall determine what changes
therein are necessary to accomplish the following purposes:

(1) To promote the better execution of the laws, the more effective
management of the executive department of the government and of its
agencies and functions, and the expeditious administration of the public
business;

(2) To reduce expenditures and promote economy to the fullest extent
consistent with the efficient operation of the government;

(3) To increase the efficiency of the operations of the government to
the fullest extent practicable;

(4) To group, co-ordinate and consolidate agencies and functions of the
government as nearly as possible according to major purposes;

(5) To reduce the number of agencies by consolidating those having
similar functions under a single head, and to abolish such agencies or func-

Seven Constitutional Proposals of 1962-65

Developments of 1962-63

ARTICLE OF AMENDMENT
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tions thereof as may not be necessary for the efficient conduct of the
government; and

(6) To eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort.
Section 2. Whenever the governor, after any such examination, finds

that:
(1) The transfer of the whole or any part of any agency, or if the whole

or any part of the functions thereof, to the jurisdiction or control of any
agency; or

(2) The abolition of all or any part of the functions of any agency; or
(3) The consolidation or co-ordination of the whole or any part of any

agency, or of the whole or any part of the functions thereof, with the
whole or any part of any other agency or the functions thereof; or

(4) The consolidation or co-ordination of any part of any agency or the
functions thereof with any other part of the same agency or the functions
thereof; or

(5) The authorization of any officer to delegate any of his functions; or
(6) The abolition of the whole or any part of any agency which agency

or part does not have, or upon the taking effect of a reorganization plan
as hereinafter provided will not have, any functions, —is necessary to
accomplish one or more of the purposes of section one of this article, he
shall prepare one or more reorganization plans, each bearing an identify-
ing number, for the making of such transfer, abolition, consolidation, co-
ordination or authorization and shall present such plan or plans to the
general court, together with a message in explanation thereof.

Section 3. (a) Every such reorganization plan shall have the force of
law upon expiration of the sixty Calendar days next following its presenta-
tion by the governor to the general court, unless disapproved by a majority
vote of the members of the general court present and voting in joint
session, the general court not having been prorogued within such sixty days.

(b) After its presentation by the governor to the general court, no such
reorganization plan shall be subject to amendment by the general court
before expiration of such sixty days.

(c) Any such reorganization plan may provide for its taking effect on
any date after expiration of such sixty days and every such reorganization
plan shall comply with such conditions as the general court may from
time to time prescribe by statute regarding the civil service status, sen-
iority, retirement and other rights of any employee to be affected by
such plan.

Section 4. Article LXVI of the Amendments to the Constitution is here-
by annulled.

When the Committee failed to obtain enough signatures for this
initiative petition, its proposal was introduced as a legislative
amendment to the Constitution by Rep. Paul C. Menton of Water-
town, on petition of himself, Rep. Beryl W. Cohen of Brookline,
other members of the House and others (House, No. 1386 of 1963).
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Art. Section 1. For the purpose of transferring, abolishing, consolidat-
ing or co-ordinating the whole or any part of any agency, or the functions
thereof, within the executive department of the government of the com-
monwealth, or for the purpose of authorizing any officer of any agency
within the executive department of the government of the commonwealth
to delegate any of his functions, the governor may prepare one or more
reorganization plans, each bearing an identifying number and may present
such plan or plans to the general court, together with a message in ex-
planation thereof.

Section 2. (a) Every such reorganization plan shall have the force of
law upon expiration of the sixty calendar days next following its presenta-
tion by the governor to the general court, unless disapproved by a majority
vote of the members of the general court present and voting in joint
session, the general court not having been prorogued within such sixty days.

(b) After its presentation by the governor to the general court, no such
reorganization plan shall be subject to amendment by the general court
before expiration of such sixty days.

(c) Any such reorganization plan may provide for its taking effect on
any date after expiration of such sixty days and every such reorganization
plan shall comply with such conditions as the general court may from
time to time prescribe by statute regarding the civil service status, seniority,
retirement and other rights of any employee to be affected by such plan.

Section 3. Article LXVI of the Amendments to the Constitution is here-
by annulled.

Finally a third measure, duplicating verbatim the above “long
form” was introduced by Rep. Francis W. Perry of Duxbury (House,
No. 887 of 1963). All three constitutional proposals were referred
to the Joint Committee on Constitutional Law for a public hearing
and a report.

Referring to these proposals in his inaugural address, Governor
Endicott Peabody urged the General Court to approve an executive
reorganization plan amendment to the Constitution, and to pass an
interim reorganization plan law, as part of a major reform of the
governorship:

The same legislators also introduced the following “short form”
of the foregoing proposal, which encompassed the same substant-
ive objectives in about half as much text (House, No. 1383 of 1963):

ARTICLE OF AMENDMENT

If Massachusetts is to restore confidence in her State government, the
Governor must have powers commensurate with his responsibility, and this
will be possible only if he is given longer tenure and an executive team
which will heed his wishes. Accordingly, I strongly recommend favorable
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action on the constitutional amendments I have long advocated the exten-
sion of the Governor’s term to four years, pairing the offices of Governor
and Lieutenant Governor as an electoral unit; abolishing the Executive
Council, and giving the Governor power to reorganize the executive branch
similar to the reorganizational authority given the President by the Con-
gress in 19^9.

Pending the effectiveness of these constitutional amendments, I urge
adoption now of legislation to make the tenure of certain officers co-
terminous with that of the Governor; to make the service of others at the
Governor’s pleasure; to eliminate the necessity of confirming certain officers
by the Executive Council; and to permit reorganization of the executive
branch by the Governor.

Given changes of this order, a Massachusetts Governor and his executive
team will be in a position to provide the kind of strong executive leader-
ship that we have so sorely lacked (Senate, No. 1 of 1963; emphasis
supplied).!

The proposal by Governor Peabody was not referred to any leg-
islative committee, inasmuch as its subject matter was deemed
covered by the three measures then pending before the General
Court, House, Nos. 887, 1383 and 1386.

Constitutional Convention of 1963. The latter three measures
were heard by the Joint Committee on Constitutional Law which
reported to the Senate and House that the three proposals “ought
not to pass”, and they were placed on file. Subsequently, the Senate
and House convened in a joint session on five occasions between
May 8, 1963 and July 24, 1963 for the purpose of considering 22
proposals for legislative amendments to the constitution, including
the “short form” (House, No. 1383) and “long form” (House, No.
1386) reorganization plan measures.

At the convention session of May 21, 1963, the “long form” pro-
posal House, No. 1386 was amended, on motion of Rep. John
A. Armstrong of Plymouth, by striking out provisions thereof which
required the General Court to meet in joint session for the purpose
of disapproving executive reorganization plans submitted by the
Governor; in lieu of that requirement, the Armstrong amendment
substituted a provision that such disapproval could be expressed by
majority vote of either legislative branch. However, this change

1 Inaugural Address of His Excellency Endicott Peabody Delivered Before the
General Court of Massachusetts on January 3, 1963, Senate, No. 1 of 1963,

14pp. At. p. 6.
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did not mollify opponents who regarded the measure as still consti-
tuting an unwise delegation of legislative functions to the Governor.
Proponents in rebuttal cited the successful use of such reorganiza-
tion powers by the President of the United States, the willingness
of Congress to grant such powers, and the retention of control by
the General Court through its power (a) to disapprove reorganiza-
tion plans and (b) to prescribe reorganizations by means of ordinary
law-making procedures. Nevertheless, the convention rejected
House, No. 1386, first by a standing vote (42-60), then by a roll
call vote (119-130).

Thereafter, the second, or “short form” proposal (House, No.
1383) was considered and eventually approved at the constitutional
convention sessions of June 11, 1963 and July 16, 1963.

In the course of the debate, the convention approved two amend-
ments by voice vote. They included (1) an amendment offered by
House Speaker John F. Thompson of Ludlow, providing that re-
organization plans are to be subject to veto by a simple majority
vote of either branch of the General Court, rather than by vote of
the two branches sitting in joint sessions; and (2) an amendment
offered by Senator Kevin B. Harrington of Essex, providing that
reorganization plans submitted by the Governor must be referred
to appropriate legislative committees for public hearings and a
report to the General Court. Both these changes were supported
by the Governor and other proponents of House, No. 1383.

On the other hand, during the debate the convention rejected
the five following amendments;

(1) A motion by the late Senator Michael J. Galvin of Norfolk
and Suffolk, to change House, No. 1383 to read as follows;

The general court may from time to time by statute authorize the gov-
ernor to transmit to it, within such period of time as may be specified
therein, reorganization plans for the executive department of the govern-
ment, accompanied by drafts of legislation necessary to carry each plan
into effect. Such legislation must be transmitted between January first
and April first of each year and shall within sixty calendar days after the
date of such transmittal, or such later date after the expiration of such
sixty calendar days as may be provided for in the plan, have the force
and effect of law to the same extent as though such law were enacted by
the general court under existing procedures unless within said period of
sixty calendar days either house of the general court adopts a resolution
stating that it opposes such reorganization plan.
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(2) A motion by Senate Minority Leader Philip A. Graham of
Essex to amend the Galvin proposal above by requiring (a) refer-
ence of reorganization plans to appropriate committees, (b) hear-
ings and reports by such committees to the General Court within
40 days after transmittal of such plans by the Governor, and (c) a
vote on the plan in either branch of the General Court upon petition
of 20% of the members of such branch filed within 50 days follow-
ing said transmittal by the Governor.

(3) A motion by Rep. Joseph E. Brett of Quincy, to provide that
no reorganization plan submitted by the Governor would take effect
until approved by a roll call vote in both branches of the General
Court.

(4) A motion by Rep. Harrison Chadwick of Winchester to
require (a) that reorganization plans be submitted by the Governor
only during the first four months of the legislative session, and (b)
that they follow the same course of procedure as “any other mes-
sage from the Governor”, except that the General Court would be
forbidden to prorogue until it had either approved or disapproved
such reorganization plans.

(5) A motion by Rep. Edward P. Kirby of Whitman, intended
to exclude the departments headed by elected constitutional officers
from the reach of the reorganization plan procedure.

After lengthy and at times bitter debate, House, No. 1383, as re-
vised, was “agreed to” for a first time by the General Court in
constitutional session, and referred to the 1965-66 General Court,
by a roll call vote (169 yeas vs. 100 nays, or 28 votes more than
the 141 absolute majority of affirmative votes required for such
“agreements”). The arguments for and against the proposal, which
were of the same nature as those offered in regard to the earlier
measure House, No. 1386, are examined more closely in the next
Chapter V of this report.

The proposed reorganization amendment as finally agreed to by
the 1963-64 General Court has been taken from the legislative files
at the request of Rep. Chandler H. Stevens of Bedford, and has
been reprinted for consideration by the current 1965-66 General
Court as House, No. 460 of 1965. Under existing requirements of

Developments of 1965
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the Constitution and of the Legislative Joint Rules, this proposal
must be accepted or rejected “as is”. If the General Court in joint
constitutional session then votes “second approval” by at least 141
votes, the question must be submitted to referendum at the 1966
state biennial election.

Governor John A. Volpe, in his recent inaugural address, urged
such “second approval” of House, No. 460 in the following emphatic
terms:

Consistent with our past support, this administration openly declares its
dedicated allegiance to the cause of constitutional reform.

Recent events have seen the adoption of several needed reforms, but
there is great opportunity for further progress.

To this end a second legislative approval should be given four suggested
constitutional amendments, thus giving the people an opportunity to reex-
press their demonstrated support for constitutional reform.

Accordingly, I urge your Honorable Bodies in convention assembled to
reapprove proposed constitutional amendments .

.
. (including the one) .

.
.

which will . . . (authorize) . .
.
gubernatorially initiated executive reorgan-

izations, subject to legislative veto. (Senate, No. 1 of 1965). t

Finally, a measure duplicating the above House, No. 460 of 1965
has been introduced by Rep. William H. Finnegan of Everett on
petition of former Governor Endicott Peabody (House, No. 474 of
1965). This measure has also been referred to the Joint Committee
on Constitutional Law for public hearings and a recommendation.

The proposed constitutional amendment relative to executive
branch reorganization, as revised and approved by the 1963 Gen-
eral Court and awaiting action by the current General Court, is re-
printed in brief Chapter I of this report (House, No. 1383, revised-
taken from the legislative files and reprinted as House, No. 460 of

CHAPTER V. ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST
CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSAL

Introduction

1 Inaugural Address of His Excellency John A. Volpe Delivered Before the
General Court of Massachusetts on January 7, 1965. Senate, No. 1 of 1965
22pp. At. pp. 15-16.
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1965.) The arguments of proponents and opponents of that con-
stitutional proposal are summarized below under the six topical
headings of: (1) Efficiency of the Executive Branch; (2) Consti-
tutional vs. Statutory Approaches; (3) Separation of Powers, and
the Transfer of Legislative Power; (4) Political Impact; (5)
Validity of Congressional Analogy; and (6) Suppression of Corrup-
tion.

That summary is based upon: (a) notes taken by the staff of the
Legislative Research Bureau during the course of the 1963 debates
on the executive reorganization proposals at the joint constitutional
conventions of the General Court (House, Nos. 1383 and 1386);
(b) staff discussions with legislators and others on both sides of
the question; and (c) information from reports, bulletins, news-
paper articles and other discussions of the subject.

Outstanding proponents of this constitutional proposal when it
was under consideration by the General Court in 1963, included,
among others; His Excellency, Governor Endicott Peabody; Sen-
ator (now Senate President) Maurice A. Donahue of Hampden;
Hon. John F. Thompson of Ludlow, Speaker of the House; Repre-
sentatives Theophile J. Desßoches of New Bedford, and Albert P.
Pettoruto of Lawrence; the Council for Constitutional Reform; the
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayer Associations; and various
newspapers, among them the Boston Globe and the Boston Herald.

Major opponents of the proposal included, among others: Sen-
ate President John E. Powers of Suffolk; the late Senator Michael
J. Galvin of Norfolk and Suffolk; Senator Joseph D. Ward of
Worcester; House Minority Leader, Representative Sidney Q. Cur-
tiss of Sheffield; Representatives John A. Armstrong of Plymouth,
Gordon D. Boynton of Boston, Raymond E. Carey of Revere, James
J. Craven of Boston, Freyda P. Koplow of Brookline, Joseph A.
Langone of Boston, Mary B. Newman of Cambridge, Benjamin
H. White of Groveland, and Theodore J. Vaitses of Melrose.

The lengths of the following textual treatment of the argu-
ments must not be regarded as a measure of the relative merit of
each viewpoint expressed. This presentation can only attempt to
indicate as briefly as may be the essence of each argument pre-
sented; the reader must then reach his own decision as to its im-
portance and significance of all of the relevant points made.
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Proponent Views. Proponents of the reorganization proposal
argue that its provisions will expedite the administration of state
business by that branch, that the proposal offers the only feasible
method of dealing effectively with the proliferation of state admin-
istrative agencies, and that it would introduce a useful alternative
to procedures now said to be greatly outmoded and ineffective.

These proponents also contend that, especially within the last
30 years, state government in Massachusetts has grown rapidly, and
has become both large and inefficient. Its activities are in great
contrast to those of the 18th and 19th Centuries when the state
required only a small administrative organization to serve the
needs of a predominantly rural society. The needs of the 20th Cen-
tury demand an infinitely more complicated government to cope
with the large programs and the varied demands imposed by a pre-
dominantly urban, commercial, industrial and highly mobile society
and economy. In this process, the clear line of executive authority
intended by the Constitution of 1780 has become blurred so that
the Governor is far from being the “supreme executive magistrate”
which the executive branch should have. 1 His executive authority
has been steadily eroded, contrary to the separation of powers prin-
ciple, perhaps the most important single doctrine in that great
document.2

In discussing the erosion of executive control, proponents of
House, No. 460 emphasize that out of the heads of the 20 con-
stitutional departments, four are constitutional officers elected by
the people for two-year terms coterminous with that of the Gov-
ernor; 3 four are designated by the Governor to serve as depart-
ment head during his pleasure;4 eight more are appointed by the

Efficiency of the Executive Branch

1 Constit., Part 11, c. 11, s. I, Art. I,
2 Ibid., Part I, Art. XXX.

Attorney-General, State Auditor, State Secretary, and State Treasurer.
Commencing with the 1966 state biennial election, these four officers, the
Lieutenant-Governor and the Governor will be elected for four-year terms
(Constit, Amend. LXXXII).

Departments of: Commerce, Corporations and Taxation, Public Utilities, and
Public Works. In the latter three instances, the Governor designates the
commission chairman from among officers named for terms not coterminous
with his own.
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Governor for terms not coterminous with his; 1 another two are de-
partment heads who are named by boards whose members have
been appointed by the Governor for staggered terms not coter-
minous with his (such department heads serve at the pleasure of
such boanrds;2 and finally, two departments are “departments” in
name only, and are headed by boards consisting of the principal of-
ficers or commissions of the independent agencies comprising the
department.3

Proponents further note that the 77 departments and agencies
of 1949 have “multiplied like jack rabbits,” to a total of 271 in
1964 (3Vs times as great), and include numerous bureaus and
boards whose officers are chosen by the Governor for terms not
coterminous with his own.

Proponents assert that this welter of departments and agencies
obviously results in great political and statutory insulation from
effective gubernatorial control. They forsee no possibility of prop-
er supervision by the Governor in the absence of a rational depart-
mental structure and allocation of functions, such as is to be found
in the federal departmental and cabinet system or in the “Agency
Plan” of California which grouped 168 departments, boards and
other independent units into a total eight functional “Agencies,”
each headed by a gubernatorially-appointed cabinet officer charged
with limited authority to supervise and coordinate the work of
component departments and units.

Accordingly, proponents of House, No. 460 of 1965 favor an in-
creased gubernatorial initiative in establishing a rational ex-
ecutive branch structure by eliminating the present limitation on
the number of departments, which they consider ineffective and
obsolete, and by authorizing a reorganization plan procedure. They
emphasize that in meeting this obligation to promote a more effi-
cient and economical organization of the executive branch, the Gov-
ernor will have the assistance of the newly-established Executive

1 Departments of: Agriculture (4 yrs.), Correction (3 yrs.), Labor and Indus-
tries (3 yrs.), Mental Health (6 yrs.), Metropolitan District Commission
5 yrs.), Public Health (5 yrs.), Public Safety (5 yrs.), and Public Welfare
(5 yrs.).

Departments of: Education (members of Board of Education serve 9 yrs.)
and Natural Resources (members of Board of Natural Resources serve 1
yrs.).

Departments of: Banking and Insurance, and Civil Service and Registration
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Office for Administration and Finance, which possesses the techni-
cal staff necessary for analyzing administrative management needs
of the state and preparing suitable reorganization plans. Propon-
ents argue that under these circumstances, a simple, quick and ra-
tional reorganization plan procedure is necessary to strengthen good
state administration, for which the people hold the Governor ac-
countable.

Finally, proponents of House, No. 460 claim that the proposed
reorganization plan procedure will expedite reorganizations. They
assert that experience with the federal reorganization plan pro-
cedure shows that; (1) it has been effective, efficient and beneficial;
(2) it has had the support of Congress for more than a quarter of
a century; and (3) it has proved to be a method by which Con-
gress can deliberate and exercise its accustomed check on the exec-
utive when necessary. Proponents argue that under present-day
conditions, administrative reorganization is at best a difficult and
complicated task involving much detail. Good results demand
painstaking research, careful planning, and a comprehensive
analysis of problems and their implications. These proponents
contend that experience indicates that it is scarcely feasible for
multi-membered legislative bodies to decide other than broad policy
questions; for good results they must delegate the responsibility
for making decisions involving many detailed considerations.

Opponent Views. Opponents, on the other hand, reply that the
constitutional proposal, House, No. 460 of 1965, is not essential for
efficiency in the management of the executive branch. They insist
that good leadership of the executive branch can be provided by
Governors under existing constitutional conditions if they possess
the requisite qualities of diplomacy, administrative experience, and
political sagacity. These opponents feel that the conditions for
gubernatorial success by ordinary legislative methods have been
assisted by: (1) voter approval of a four-year gubernatorial term,
which gives him more time to develop good legislative proposals and
to resist pressure groups; (2) the availability of competent techni-
cal staff in the Executive Office for Administration and Finance;
and (3) increased legislative sensitiveness to scandals in the state
government and heavier taxes.
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Opponents of House, No. 460 also sti’ess the following record
of major reorganization proposals voted in recent years;

1952 Department of Education (c. 585).
Department of Public Welfare (c. 602).
Youth Services (c. 605).

1953 Merger of Department of Industrial Accidents with the
Department of Labor and Industries (c. 314).
Creation of Department of Commerce (c. 409).
Building Construction (c. 612).
Department of Natural Resources (c. 631).
Department of Corporations and Taxation (c. 654).

1951 f State Personnel Administration (c. 680).
1955 State Correctional System (c. 770).

1956 Development of Port of Boston (c. 465).
Rehabilitation Services (c. 602).

1960 Southeastern Massachusetts Institute of Technology (c. 543).
Urban Renewal Activities (c. 776).

1962 Executive Office for Administration and Finance (c. 757).

1963 Department of Public Works (c. 821).

1961 f Department of Commerce, et al. (c. 636).

Hence, critics of House, No. 460 do not believe that a persuasive
case has been made for a “radical innovation” in legislative pro-
cedures for the consideration of necessary departmental reorganiza-
tions. They deny the existence of any “significant public clamor”
for this particular method of achieving reforms in the state gov-
ernment.

Proponent Views. Proponents of House, No. 460 of 1965 offer
three reasons in support of their belief that their objectives are
better served by a constitutional rather than a statutory approach.

First, they argue that Constitutional Amendment LXVI of 1918,
imposing a limit of 20 on the number of executive departments, has
not worked as intended by its authors. Proponents hold that this
limitation has contributed to a “fictitious” and “highly distorted”
statutory organization of the executive branch as a consequence of
various political pressures and of the addition of new state func-
tions not envisaged in 1918. Proponents note that this “obsolete”
20-department constitutional restriction may be removed only by
another constitutional amendment.

Constitutional vs. Statutoi'y Approaches
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Secondly, advocates of this constitutional approach point to the
existence of divided legal opinions as to whether the General
Court, in delegating regulatory authority to the Governor, may
authorize a reorganization plan procedure by statute without trans-
gressing the limitations of the separation of powers doctrine of
the Constitution (Part I, Art. XXX). These proponents call at-
tention to the Mahoney Report suggestion that the General Court
seek a judicial advisory opinion as to this aspect of the Legis-
lature’s powers (House, No. 3262 of 1960, at p. 5).

In this connection some proponents of the constitutional amend-
ment route compare the issue of General Court’s authority to
write reorganization plan procedure statutes to the difficulties
which legislatures of other states have encountered in their efforts
to enact “home rule” statutes empowering localities to adopt and
revise their own charters, subject to standards and procedures
prescribed by law. In the absence of an enabling constitutional
provision, state courts have interpreted the Legislature’s authority
narrowly so as to invalidate these “home rule” statutes as an
unconstitutional delegation of state legislative power.

Thirdly, some proponents favor the constitutional over the
statutory approach as part of a general plan of constitutional re-
vision designed to strengthen the governor’s authority within the
executive branch.

Opponent Views. Opposition to House, No. 460 of 1965 or other
similar constitutional proposals is divided between two groups,
namely: (a) opponents who favor a reorganization plan procedure
established by statute, but who deem the constitutional approach
unnecessary or undesirable; and (b) opponents of reorganization
plan procedures on either of these two bases.

The first group of opponents rejects a constitutional approach
because it is felt that the General Court has adequate existing au-
thority to enact a reorganization plan procedure statute, provided:
(a) that it lays down in sufficiently clear terms the general policy
to be followed by administrators of the delegated power; and (b)
that adequate standards, procedures and safeguards are included
in the statute.

These opponents further note that the federal procedure, upon
which House, No. 460 is modelled, is statutory rather than consti-
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tutional; thus, Congress may modify or repeal the reorganization
plan law whenever that seems advisable. They stress that if the
proposed procedures are written into the State’s Constitution and
trouble arises from whatever source, corrective amendments to
the Constitution will require at least four years for passage by
the General Court and the electorate.

In regard to so much of House, No. 460 as relates to abolition of
the 20-department limitation (s. 3), some opponents admit that
this limitation has not been wholly satisfactory. But they do not
see why Massachusetts cannot live within a 20-department limit
(plus agencies under the Governor and Executive Council), when
(a) the Federal Government is able to function with ten major
departments, aside from the varied regulatory agencies of a semi-
judicial character,1 and (b) a large State like California can op-
erate on the basis of eight major “Agency” groupings,2 plus seven
departments headed by elected officers. In addition, these critics
emphasize that a 20-department limit is recommended by the
Model State Constitution of the National Municipal League.3

Hence, they contend that trouble lies outside, and not within the
related Amendment LXVI of the Massachusetts Constitution.

The second major group of opponents, who are hostile to any
form of reorganization plan procedure, assert that past tinkering
with constitutional requirements on executive branch organization
has produced more problems that it has solved. They argue that
constitutional amendments at this time should go no further than
repealing the “unworkable” 1918 20-department limitation. These
opponents object to the introduction of more detail into a constitu-
tion which is already “too lengthy, too rigid and too cluttered up
with minutiae.”

These opponents deem adequate the present procedure for re-
organizing departments and agencies by means of bills introduced

1 Departments of: Agriculture; Commerce; Defense (has three sub-depart-
ments of Air, Army, and Navy); Health, Education and Welfare; Interior;
Justice; Labor; Post Office; State; and Treasury.

2 “Agencies” for: Business and Commerce; Employment Relations; Health and
Welfare; Highway Transportation; Public Safety; Resources; Revenue and
Management: and Youth and Adult Correction.

3 National Municipal League, Model State Constitution, 6th ed., New York
N. Y., 1963, 128 pp. Proposed constitution, s. 5.06, at p. 10.
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into the General Court by special commissions, study committees
and gubernatorial messages. A Governor can watch these bills
as they pass through the various legislative stages, assess their
administrative and political effects and impact, negotiate for ad-
visable changes in the legislation, and develop a matured and in-
formed opinion by the time the bills reach his desk for his approval.
Opponents assert that in past years governors have submitted re-
organization bills which “sounded fine at the start,” only to reveal
defects once the process of analysis by legislative committees and
special commissions commenced.

For easier understanding, this discussion of “separation of pow-
er” aspects presents opponent views first, since arguments of pro-
ponents are largely reactions to claims of opponents.

Opponent Views. Critics fear that House, No. 460 of 1965 will
undermine the separation and balance of powers between the three
branches of the state government, enlarge gubernatorial authority
excessively, and delegate legislative powers directly to the Gov-
ernor by constitutional mandate under the guise of giving him “ad-
ministrative” or “regulatory” powers within the executive branch.

Thus, Senate President John E. Powers of Suffolk assailed the
proposed constitutional amendment (House, No. 1383 of 1963) as
follows during the constitutional convention session of July 16,
1963:

Separation of Powers, and the Transfer of Legislative Power

The authors of . . . (this proposal) . . . have urged in a letter to the
General Court that the Governor be given the same executive reorganiza-
tion powers possessed by the President under the Federal Executive Re-
organization Act . . . (They don’t)

. . . understand that the Federal gov-
ernment is based on a shared powers plan, and not on the separated powers
plan effective in Massachusetts. The state government is not a federal sys-
tem, and hence does not lend itself logically to experimentation on federal
lines. .

. .

Supposedly, . . . (this proposal)
. . .

protects the Legislature. In reality, it
does not.

Within 30 days after submission to the Legislature, reorganization plans
must be referred to the appropriate committee as determined by the clerks
and presiding officers of the two branches, and there must be a public hear-
ing. Not later than 10 days after that hearing, the committee is required
to report the plan out. However, . . . (the proposal) . . . merely allows
the committee to indicate whether it approves or disapproves the plan: ap-
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parently, the committee cannot suggest amendments, and even if it could, no
amendment can be made for 60 days following presentation of the plan by
the Governor. When the committee has made its required report, there is
no constitutional mandate obligating the legislative leadership to call the
committee report up for a vote. Thus, legislative leaders who are work-
ing in concert with the Governor for patronage or other reasons might
simply pocket the reorganization plan, so that it could not come up for a
vote before 60 days went by. In this way, the plan would automatically
take effect in 60 days, unless the General Court were to prorogue before
then.

The present legislative rules would tend to work to the Governor’s ad-
vantage in these situations. If for some reason a bad reorganization plan
were to take effect during a legislative session, bills for subsequent amend-
ment of the plan at that session (after the 60-day period cited above) would
have to come in as late-filed bills, unless the Governor sent them in him-
self as a gubernatorial message. However, Joint Rule 12 requires a con-
current four-fifths affirmative vote of each branch to admit a late-filed bill
under suspension of that rule. If the Governor is opposed to the bill, he
should have little difficulty in contriving defeat of the motion to suspend
Joint Rule 12. . . .1

Suffolk, argued that the contemplated constitutional amendment
would give reorganization authority directly to the Governor, and
ultimately exclude the General Court from the fields of both state
governmental reorganization and state policy. He complained that
the proposal would invade the policy field by granting “unlimited
power” to the governor for the purposes of “abolishing . . . the
whole or any part of any agency, or the functions thereof . .

(s. 1). He criticized the lack of any indication whether the General
Court is to retain authority to change reorganization plans after
they become effective, thereby raising the prospect that this body
is “forever barred from changing these plans” (s. 2). Thus, Sena-
tor Galvin argued, a willful governor could preempt the entire field
of executive operations until the Supreme Judicial Court had an
opportunity to interpret the Constitutional amendment.

Pursuing the matter further, Senator Galvin declared that this

Legislative Research Council, Notes Relative to the Joint Constitutional Con-
vention of June 11, 1963 and July 16, 1963: Proposal No. 15 “Short Form”
of Amendment Authorizing Federal-Type Reorganization Procedure for Ex-
ecutive Branch (H. 1383J. 23 pp. typed. Working papers containing notes
taken by Legislative Research Bureau staff during convention debates of
1963.

proposal, “for the first time in Massachusetts history,” would by

Another critic, the late Senator Michael J. Galvin of Norfolk and
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constitutional amendment take legislative authority from the Gen-
eral Court and vest it in the “supreme executive magistrate.” He
asserted that the proposal lacked standards for determining the
need for and contents of reorganization plans; these prerequisites
are carefully preserved in the Federal Reorganization Act of 1949
and in the bill proposed by State Commissioner of Administration
in 1960 (House, No. 3262).

Other opponents, continuing that federal comparison, noted that
the constitutional proposal would grant reorganization powers to
the governor “in perpetuity,” or until another amendment can be
made to the Constitution, whereas the federal statute has been
subject to renewal by Congress at periodic intervals. The latter
renewal requirement encourages conservative use of the reorganiza-
tion powers, lest they be withdrawn altogether.

Opponents also argue that the 60-day period to which the con-
stitutional proposal limits legislative consideration of reorganiza-
tion plans submitted by the governor militates against adequate re-
view by legislative committees of the technical aspects of such
plans. Hence, it is charged that House, No. 460 would result in
“government by legislative default” and in hasty treatment of re-
organization plans by both the Governor and General Court.

Proponent Views. Proponents respond that House, No. 460 of
1965 would take no powers away from the General Court, since
that body (a) would retain a veto over reorganization plans sub-
mitted by the Governor, (b) would continue to have authority to
change those plans by means of subsequent statutory enactments
according to traditional legislative procedure, and (c) would re-
tain authority to enact civil service and other personal laws with
which such plans must comply.

Thus, proponents argue that executive-legislative cooperation in
the reorganization process will continue subject to the checks im-
plicit in the separation of powers requirement. Accordingly, pro-
ponents regard arguments about a “surrender of legislative power”
as efforts to obscure the issue of giving the Governor authority to
“tighten up” the administrative organization and operations of the
executive branch, for which he is responsible as “supreme executive
magistrate.”
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Proponents assert that their proposal strengthens rather than
weakens the mandate of the Massachusetts Constitution for sep-
arate executive, legislative and judicial branches. They charge that
this mandate has been undermined by repeated legislative invasions
of the executive power, in the form of legislation (a) “freezing”
temporary appointees into permanent appointive positions, (b) fix-
ing initially the number of positions in the executive departments,
and (c) altering the classification, pay or other status of individual
appointed employees of the executive branch.

Proponents deny allegations that House, No. 460 would make a
“dictator” of the Governor, “disenfranchise” the people, or take
away traditional liberties of the people. They emphasize that: (1)
the people will continue to elect the Governor; (2) that he must
run for reelection periodically; and (3) citizens retain their right to
petition the General Court freely for legislation to reorganize state
departments and agencies.

Proponents ask whether critics of Plouse, No. 460 would argue
seriously that the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 ought not be
amended to recognize social, economic and technological changes
arising from the Industrial Revolution, the Atomic Age, and the
Cold War.

Proponents charge opponents of House, No. 460 with advocacy
of legislative supremacy over the executive branch, which is con-
trary to the express provisions of the Constitution requiring sep-
arate, independent and hence coordinate status for each of the three
branches of the state government (Part I, Art. XXX).

Finally, proponents contend that implicit in opponent arguments
is the “questionable” assumption that the General Court is the
only repository of “representativeness” in the state government,
and that the Governor, who is elected at large, has some sort of
“near monopoly” of the ills afflicting political institutions in Massa-
chusetts.

Political Impact

Proponent Views. Advocates of House, No. 460 of 1965 assert
that it would properly enhance the power of Governors to bring
about reforms promoting the efficient administration of the exec-
utive branch.
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Proponents argue that the present method of reorganizing de-
partments by means of bills introduced into the General Court for
enactment by the usual legislative process has not worked well.
Such bills require separate affirmative votes in both houses of the
General Court, followed by gubernatorial approval or veto. The
latter veto may be overridden by a two-thirds majority roll call
vote in each house, unless prorogation of the Legislature within
five days following passage of the bill permits the Governor to
“pocket veto” it. 1 Thus, a reorganization bill must survive a num-
ber of legislative votes, and reach the Governor’s desk in a form
acceptable to him. Proponents claim that this process plays ex-
cessively into the hands of (a) “status quo” elements in the state
bureaucracy, (b) partisan pressures within the Legislature, and (c)
pressure groups outside the state government.

In support of this view, proponents note that in nearly half a
century, since 1920, only 143 of 471 reorganization measures intro-
duced by governors, departments and agencies, special commis-
sions, and legislative study committees were approved in whole or
in part. These totals include 186 gubernatorial proposals, of which
but 59 survived. While conceding that many of the 471 reorganiza-
tion measures failed due to defects discovered in them, or to a lack
of determined gubernatorial support, proponents of House, No. 460
argue that there have been too many instances of measures
“buried” for political reasons not related to their technical merits,
as a result of pressure group opposition.

As a consequence, proponents claim, governor after governor
has been made to appear inexperienced and ineffectual, and has
been obstructed in moving forward on the campaign issues which
elected him.

How would the reorganization plan procedure proposed by House,
No. 460 alter that situation? Proponents reply that such a pro-
cedure places the burden of organizing an affirmative vote upon the
forces opposing the particular reorganization proposal, rather than
upon the Governor who is author of the proposal. The plan would
take effect unless “anti” forces obtain a majority vote in favor of
a resolution disapproving the reorganization; and such a majority
would have to be mustered in 60 days. There would be little oppor-
-1 Const!t.: Part 11. C. I, s. 11, Art. II; Amend. I.
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tunity for excessively-protracted legislative manoeuvering. Further-
more, to cancel a reorganization plan once it has taken effect, op-
ponents would have to resort to legislative bills which are subject
to gubernatorial veto. Thus, the real initiative for executive branch
reorganizations would be placed firmly in the hands of the Gov-
ernor as “supreme executive magistrate.”

Finally, proponents emphasize that House, No. 460 contains
provisions protecting state employees with regard to their civil serv-
ice, seniority, retirement and other employment status. Hence, it is
argued that the governor’s “initiative” could not be used to infringe
such employee rights, which would continue to be subject to regula-
tion by the General Court.

Opponent Views. Critics of the reorganization plan procedure
proposal denounce it as a “power grab” which would allow the
Governor: (a) to interfere with the internal operation of the four
departments headed by elected constitutional officers (Attorney-
General, State Auditor, State Secretary, and State Treasurer); (b)
to abolish or “rip apart” the 16 departments headed by appointed
commissioners and boards; and (c) to abolish the district attorneys,
assuming a court determination that such officers were “executive”
rather than “judicial” in character.

Opponents emphasize that the Governor already possesses exten-
sive patronage powers which he may exercise to “twist the arms”
of legislators who would otherwise oppose his reorganization plans.
Critics of House, No. 460 fear that it would allow the Governor to
“reorganize” out of office department and agency heads who do
not accede to his wishes, or whose offices he desires for political
supporters.

Such opponents echo the question posed to the 1918 Constitu-
tional Convention by Delegate Samuel W. George of Haverhill:
“Have you ever heard of any governor within the last eight years
reorganizing any department to save money?”

In addition, these opponents complain that the General Court
would lose its “advantages” in its relations with individual depart-
ments in the “give-and-take” of politics during the years. To the
extent that the Legislature yielded control over reorganization of
these departments, opponents say it would lose patronage power
and hence political power.
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Proponent Vieivs. Advocates of House, No. 460 of 1965 argue that
Massachusetts’ emulation of the federal reorganization plan pro-
cedure, whether by constitutional or statutory means, is warrant-
ed notwithstanding differences in problems faced by the national
and state legislative bodies. They stress that the problem of effi-
cient governmental organization is the same at all levels of govern-
ment and allege the differing scales of federal vs. state activity is a
superficial consideration.

Opponent Views. In contrast, critics of the Massachusetts pro-
posal question the validity of this analogy. They emphasize that
Congress faces a huge legislative workload relative to international
involvements of the United States, complex problems of interstate
commerce and the national economy, and the administration of a
vast military and civilian bureaucracy. Given such problems, these
opponents assert that Congress would be in danger of a serious
breakdown of its own legislative machinery if it did not delegate
authority to the President to reorganize executive departments. In
contrast state legislatures must cope with smaller state executive
branches which embrace numerous departments and agencies en-
gaged in direct services to the public, including important and sensi-
tive “police power” functions.

Accordingly, it is asserted, individual state legislators are ex-
pected by their constituents and by local governments to pay close
attention to these state activities; this expectation is reinforced by
close more personal ties between state legislators, their con-
stituents and localities. In contrast, Congressmen sex’ve larger dis-
tricts and are absent much of the time in the distant national
capital.

Proponent Views. Referring to scandals in executive branch de-
partments and agencies in recent years, advocates of House, No.
460 of 1965 complain that the Governor lacks adequate power to
deal with such unsavory situations. They argue that a reorganiza-
tion plan procedure would arm the Governor with a means of cop-
ing with cliques of individuals engaged in controversial activity.

Validity of the Congressional Analogy

Suppression of Corruption
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The knowledge that the Governor could take such action would
have a desirable restraining effect. In support of that view, pro-
ponents of the constitutional amendment charge that there was
considerable lobbying against this measure by representatives of
scandal-ridden agencies when the amendment was under considera-
tion by the legislative constitutional convention of 1963.

Opponents Views. Opponents of House, No. 460 reply that the
“corruption argument” of proponents is “unrealistic,” and charge
that if a Governor or persons close to him are corrupt, honest de-
partmental officials could then be “reorganized” out of office, or
crippled in their administrative functions.

Opponents insist that adequate institutions and authority already
exist outside the legislative branch for gubernatorial use in acting
against corruption, notably: (1) the Executive Office for Admin-
istration and Finance, which has sweeping investigative power;
(2) the State Auditor; (3) the Attorney-General, district attor-
neys, and the grand jury system; (4) the Crime Commission, until
mid-1965; (5) the State Comptroller; (6) the Civil Service Com-
mission, which has investigative powers; and (7) a watchful press.

This chapter reviews the reorganization plan procedures cur-
rently in effect for the executive branches (a) of the federal gov-
ernment under the Reorganization Act of 1949, and (b) of seven
states pursuant to constitutional and statutory provisions largely
copied from that federal law. In preparing their constitutional and
statutory provisions, these states have been aided by model pro-
visions drafted by the Council of State Governments1 and the Na-
tional Municipal League2 in 1957 and 1963 respectively, on the
basis of the federal experience. Also considered in this chapter are
(c) another two jurisdictions which abandoned reorganization
plan procedures, and (d) related developments in nine other states.

CHAPTER VI. PRACTICES ELSEWHERE

i Council of State Governments, Suggested State Legislation-Program for
1957, Chicago, 111., 215pp. At pp. 70-73.

2 National Municipal League, Model State Constitution, 6th, ed.. New York
N.Y., 1963, 128pp. At pp. 70-72. (Art. V, s. 506).
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The federal reorganization plan procedure, upon which the
Massachusetts constitutional proposal (House, No. 460 of 1965) is
modelled, reflects a half-century of effort by Presidents of the
United States to obtain a more efficient organization of the federal
executive branch. That half-century has seen this federal executive
organization expand to include ten major departments and some
127 other administrative agencies employing, in the aggregate, 2.4
million civilian personnel.

The first Congressional grant of authority to the President to
reorganize administrative agencies by executive order was included
in the Overman Act of 1918.2 That statute authorized such re-
organizations by the President, without requirement of Congres-
sional approval, until six months after World War I. In all, 24
such executive orders were issued by President Woodrow Wilson
before his authority expired.

Such authority was not again vested in a President until passage
of an appropriation act of 1932, which empowered him on a one-
year basis to issue executive orders reorganizing administrative
agencies, provided that such orders were then subject to disapproval
by resolution of either house of Congress within a 60-day period. 3

Under the latter provision, the House of Representatives disap-
proved all eleven of the executive orders of President Herbert C.
Hoover, involving proposed reorganizations of 58 federal agencies.

Subsequently, such powers were accorded to President Franklin
D. Roosevelt on a two-year basis by a rider to a 1933 appropriation
act, which provided that presidentially-proposed reorganizations
could be nullified during a 60-day period by either (a) a majority
vote in both houses of Congress, or (b) if that resolution of dis-

Federal Reorganization Plan Procedure 1

Background

I Sources: Huddle, F.P., ‘‘Government Reorganization”, Editorial Research
Reports, Vol. 1, No. 19, May 15, 1946, pp. 337-352; U.S. Senate Committee
on Government Operations, Extending The Reorganization Act of
Senate Report No. 1057, 88th Congress, 2nd Session, June 4, 1964. 118pp.

2 40 U.S. Stat. 556-557; 65th Congress, 2nd. Session, 1918.
Legislative Appropriation Act for Fiscal 1933; c. 314, 72nd Congress, Ist Ses-
sion (1932).
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approval, as so passed, was then vetoed by the President, 1 it were
then passed over that veto by two-thirds majorities in both
branches. This authority was used by President Roosevelt to
achieve more than 20 reorganizations before its expiration.

Thereafter, more limited reorganization powers were given to
President Roosevelt for two years by the Reorganization Act of
1939, which did not apply to 21 agencies and which required a con-
current resolution of both houses of Congress during the 60-day
period as the basis of disapproving reorganization plans submitted

fby him.2 Congress allowed all five major reorganization plans
promulgated by the President under that statute to stand.

Wartime emergency reorganization powers were temporarily
vested in the President for the duration of World War 11, plus six
months, by the First War Powers Act of 1941.

With the termination of World War 11, Congress passed the Reor-
ganization Act of 1945 which gave President Harry S. Truman au-
thority to reorganize all but six administrative agencies of the ex-
ecutive branch, subject to Presidential reorganization plans not
taking effect when disapproved by concurrent resolution of the two
houses of Congress within a 60-day period. 3 Of the seven plans
submitted by President Truman during the three-year life of that
law, four were allowed to take effect.

Thereafter, on recommendation of the Commission on the Or-
ganization of the Executive Branch of the Government (chaired
by former President Hoover) and of President Truman, Congress
enacted the Reorganization Act of 1949, summarized below, which
is the basis of the present federal reorganization plan procedure.
That act, originally scheduled to expire on April 1, 1953, has been
extended for two-year periods in 1953, 1955, 1957 and 1961, and for
a somewhat shorter period in 1964 (until June 1, 1965).4

This statute sets forth, in an 11-section Title I, the purposes,
criteria, standards, limitations and procedures to be followed by

V
1 47 U.S. Stat. 1517, c. 212, s. 16; 72nd Congress, 2nd Session (1933).
2 53 U.S. Stat. 561, c. 36; 76th Congress, Ist Session (1939).
3 59 U.S. Stat. 613, c. 582; 79th Congress, Ist Session (1945).

4 63 U.S. Stat. 205; 5 U.S. C. 133z-3; 75 U.S. Stat. 41; P. L. 88-351, 88th Con-
gress, 2nd Session (1964); 78 U. S. Stat. 240.

Synopsis of Federal Reorganization Act of 191^9.
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the President in formulating reorganization plans, and authorizes
the taking effect of such plans unless disapproved by resolution of
either house of Congress within 60 days. That text is followed by
a six-section Title II which governs the procedures to be followed
by the Senate and House of Representatives in acting upon those
plans. The following synopsis covers the highlights of that statute
omitting details of lesser interest.

TITLE I. Sec. 1. Short Title. This statute may be cited as the “Re-
organization Act of 1949.”

Sec. 2. Need for Reorganizations, (a) The President shall from
to time examine the organization of all agencies of the Government and
shall determine what changes therein are necessary to accomplish the
following purposes:

(1) to promote the better execution of the laws, the more effective
management of the executive branch agencies and functions, and
the expeditious administration of the public busin

(2) to reduce expenditures and promote economy, consistent with the
efficient operation of the Government;

) to increase the efficiency of governmental operations
(4) to group, coordinate, and consolidate agencies and functions as

nearly as may be, according to major purposes;
to reduce the number of agencies by consolidating those having
similar functions under a single head, and to abolish such agencies
or functions thereof as may not be necessary for the efficient con-
duct of the government; and

(6) to eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort
(b) Congress declares that the public interest demands the carrying out

3f the above purposes and that such purposes may be accom-
plished in great measure by proceeding under the provisions of this
act, and can be accomplished more
actment of specific legislation.

speedily thereby than by the en-

Sec. 3. Reorganization Plan Conten :s and Submission. Whenever the
President, after investigation, finds that

transferring the whole or any art of any agency or function to
iy other agency; orthe jurisdiction and control of

(2) abolishing all or any part of the
(3) consolidating or coordinating all

functions of any agency; or
all or part of any agency or function
}f any other agency or function; orith the whole or any part

consolidating or coordinating
whole or in part; or

two or more agencies or functions in

.5) authorizing any officer to d
6) abolishing the whole or any

part does not have, or upon

■legate any of his fun
part of any agency w
the taking effect of i

*acy or
:a-

tion plan will not have any functions, he shall transmit to Con°re'
reorganization plan, for delivery to each house thereof on

0

the
the same day. That plan must: (1) bear an identifying number-(2) be accompanied by a declaration of necessity for each rem- •’

■r;

'rgani-
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zation proposed In the plan, in the light of the purposes allowed by
Section 2 above; and (3) be supported by a presidential message
citing the statutory authority for the exercise of each function in-
cluded in the plan and estimating the reduction of expenditure
anticipated.

Sec. Jf. Other Contents of Plans. Any reorganization plan transmitted
by the President shall also: (1) include appropriate changes in the name
of any agency affected by a reorganization; (2) provide, if the President
deems necessary, for the appointment and compensation of agency heads
and boards; (3) specify the transfer or other disposition of affected agency
personnel, records and property; (4) make provision for the transfer of
unexpended balances of appropriations, and of other funds available for
use in connection with any reorganized agency or functions; and (5)

provide for termination of the affair's of the abolished agencies. When
unexpended balances of appropriations are transferred by a reorganiza-
tion plan, they may be used solely for the purposes for which they were
originally provided.

The plan may provide for administration of the agency by an individual
officer, or by a board with two or more members. Such officer or mem-
bers may be appointed for terms not exceeding four years, and shall re-
ceive compensation fixed by the President at a rate not “in excess of
that found by the President to prevail in respect of comparable officers
in the executive branch.” If any such appointment is not under the
classified civil service, it shall be made by the President with the advice
and consent of the Senate. This Section imposes special requirements
relative to the District of Columbia.

Sec. 5. Limitations on Reorganization Power, (a) No reorganization
plan shall, directly or indirectly: (1) create any new executive depart-
ments or functions; (2) abolish or transfer an existing executive depart-
ment or all of its functions; (3) merge two or more such departments or
all their functions; (4) continue any agency or function beyond the
period authorized by law for its existence or exercise; (5) empower any
agency to exercise a function not expressly authorized by law at the
time the reorganization plan is transmitted to Congress; (6) increase
the term of any office beyond that specified by law; (7) abolish the
government or functions of the District of Columbia; or (8) transfer any
agency or function of that District to agencies not components of its
government, or vice versa.

(b) No provision in a reorganization plan shall take effect unless such
plan is transmitted to Congress before June 1, 1965.

Sec. 6. Taking Effect of Reorganization Plans. Unless a later date is
specified therein, the provisions of a reorganization plan shall take effect
upon the expiration of the first period of 60 calendar days of continuous
session of Congress following the date on which that plan is transmitted
to that body; but only if, during that 60-day period, one of the two
houses of Congress does not adopt a resolution stating in substance that
such house does not favor the reorganization plan. For the purposes of
this section, the continuity of session shall be considered as broken only
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by an adjournment of Congress “sine die”. However, in computing the
60-day period, there shall be excluded the days on which either house is
not in session because of an adjournment of more than three days to a
“day certain”.

Sec. 7. Definition of “Agency”. That term includes any executive de-
partment, commission or other establishment or organization unit of the
executive branch; any government corporation; and all parts of the gov-
ernment of the District of Columbia except its courts. “Agency” shall
not include the Comptroller General and the General Accounting Office
“which are a part of the legislative branch”.

Sec. 8. Matters Deemed to be Reorganizations. “Reorganization” means
“any transfer, consolidation, coordination, authorization, or abolition” re-
ferred to in Section 3.

Sec. 9. Saving Provisions. The continuity of any statute or of any regu-
lation, rule, administrative order or directive, permit or “other action”
of agencies affected by a reorganization plan shall not be deemed to have
been broken by that plan, “except to the extent rescinded, modified,
superseded or made inapplicable” (a) under authority of law or (b) by
the abolition of a function. Legal suits, actions and proceedings involving
agencies affected by a reorganization plan shall be maintained by or
against the relevant successor-agencies, according to transfer procedures
detailed in this section (that detail is omitted in this synopsis).

Sec. 10. Unexpended Appropriations. Unless transferred as provided
in Section 4, these unexpended balances of appropriations shall revert to
the federal treasury.

Sec. 11. Printing of Reorganization Plans. Such plans shall be printed
in the volume of Public Laws and in the Federal Register.

TITLE 11. Secs. 201-206. Procedures For Handling Reorganization Plans
in Congress. These six statutory sections implement the foregoing pro-
visions by:

(1) Standardizing the form of resolutions which Senators and Con-
gressmen may offer for the disapproval of reorganization plans
received by Congress from the President.

(2) Forbidding the inclusion of more than one reorganization plan
within a single such resolution.

(3) Requiring such resolutions, when offered, to be referred promptly
to an appropriate committee by the presiding officer of the Senate
or House of Representatives.

(4) Providing a procedure whereby that committee may be forced to
discharge any such resolution, in the event that the committee does
not report the resolution to the floor within ten days.

(5) Specifying that once such resolutions are reported out (or dis-
charged from) the committee, they may be considered on motion
of any member of the Senate or House (as the case may be)
Such motions to consider are highly privileged, non-debatable and
not subject to amendment or recommittal. Debate on motion to
disapprove a reorganization plan is restricted to ten hours, half to
each side; and the vote therein is not subject to reconsideration
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As indicated by the following Table 3, a total of 68 reorganization
plans were submitted to Congress by Presidents Truman, Eisen-
hower and Kennedy during the years 1949-63, under authority of
the Reorganization Act of 1949. Of this total 50 (85.3%) were
“approved” by Congress, in the sense that neither House adopted
resolutions of disapproval; and the remaining 18 (14.7%) were
nullified by Congressional resolutions.

Congressional Action on Presidential Reorganization Plans
Under the 19Jf9 Reorganization Act, 19Jf9-63 1

Number of Plans Total Plans
Year Disapproved Approved Submitted

1949 178
1950 7 20 27
1951 1 1
1952 3 2 5
1953 10 10
1954 2 2
1955
1956 2 2
1957 1 1
1958 1 1
1959 1 1
1960
1961 3 4 7
1962 1 1 2
1963 .JL 1

Totals 18 50 68
1 No plans were submitted in 1955 and 1960.

In discussing this federal experience, the United States Com-
mittee on Government operations has very recently cited the prin-
cipal advantages of the federal reorganization plan procedure thus:

Experience With Federal Reorganization Act of 191^9

TABLE 3.

The adoption of the reorganization plan procedure has been a significant
step toward better executive organization. It has marked acceptance of
one simple fact by the administration which recommended it and by the
Congress which first approved the Reorganization Act procedure: The
task of keeping the executive establishment in order is a continuing one,
requiring constant attention to maintenance and repair. It is a task that
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can never be accomplished by sudden bursts of publicity about some
apparently insignificant governmental agency

.

. .1

The Committee reported that the procedure works well, provided
that the President does not submit too many plans to the Congress
at one time, thereby making it impossible for busy committees to
consider them properly. This latter consideration is particularly
true when the plans involve controversial aspects of important
agencies and policies. Congressional “disapprovals” have been es-
pecially frequent where plans affecting regulatory agencies are
concerned (nearly half of such plans were disapproved).2

The Committee complained about the requirement that Congress
must accept or reject plans without amendment; this limitation
has caused difficulty. The Committee also indicated that while the
line of demarcation between executive and legislative powers ap-
pears to be reasonably clear, and generally recognized and accepted,
it is not always an easy thing to decide whether a specific proposal
does or does not encroach upon the legislative power. 3

Currently, seven states have constitutional or statutory pro-
visions establishing an executive branch reorganization plan pro-
cedure which, in general, follows the federal model. In four of
these seven states, reorganization plans take effect unless disap-
proved by a resolution of one or both branches of the Legislature
(Alaska, Ga., Mich., and Pa.). In the remaining three states, the
plans require a vote of legislative approval before they may take
effect (Ky., Ore., and S.C.).

Alaska
The Constitution of Alaska, effective in 1959, contains one of the

strongest reorganization plan provisions found in any state,
namely:

Seven States With Reorganization Plan Procedures

The Governor may make changes in the organization of the executive
branch or in the assignment of functions among its units which he con-
siders necessary for efficient administration. Where these changes re-

Extending the Reorganization Act of 19Jf9, Senate Report, No. 1057, 88th
Congress, 2nd Session, June 4, 1964. At. p. 104.
Op. cit., pp. 104-105.
Op. cit., p. 105.
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quire the force of law, they shall be set forth in executive orders. The
legislature shall have sixty days of a regular session, or a full session if
for shorter duration, to disapprove these executive orders. Unless dis-
approved by resolution concurred in by a majority of the members in
joint session, these orders become effective at a date thereafter to be
designated by the Governor. (Constit, Art. 111, s. 23).

Such reorganizations must be made within a “twenty-depart-
ment” limitation similar to that imposed by the Massachusetts
Constitution (Alaska Constit., Art. 111, s. 22). Information has
not been received relative to the number of reorganizations result-
ing from the foregoing authorization; but they are probably few at
most, due to the rather complete executive branch reorganization
which accompanied Alaska’s recent admission to the Union.

In 1963, this state enacted a statute authorizing the Governor to
submit reorganization plans to the Legislature relative to executive
branch agencies not headed by elected officers. Such plans take
effect, unless disapproved by concurrent resolution of the two legis-
lative chambers prior to final adjournment. The law prohibits in-
troduction of such reorganization plans after 1966. (Ga. Session
Laws of 1963, c. 7).

No use had been made of this law through July 1964.

A 1962 Kentucky statute authorizes the Governor to promulgate
executive orders which (a) reorganize, establish, alter or abolish
“any agency or statutory administrative department” of the ex-
ecutive branch, or (b) group such agencies or departments in
“Agencies” each of which is supervised by an “Agency Adminis-
trator” who is responsible to the Governor for coordinating the
activities, programs and operations of organizations so placed
within his “Agency”. The latter “Agency” feature is modelled on
the California “Agency Plan” Law of 1961.

The statute establishes detailed standards, procedures and limita-
tions governing executive orders, and stipulates that these orders
shall be subject to legislative confirmation at the session following
their issuance. (K. Rev. Stats., ss. 12.022-12.040).

Georgia

Kentucky
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In 1958, Michigan enacted a law modelled upon the Federal
Reorganization Act of 1949, which permitted the Governor to
submit reorganization plans to the Legislature during its first 30
days of regular session. These plans take effect unless disapproved
by a resolution of either house of the Legislature within 60 days
following such submission, or unless submitted to popular referen-
dum within 90 days after adjournment of the Legislature. (Pub.
Acts 1958, No. 125; 1963, No. 160).

Subsequently, Michigan adopted a new state constitution, effec-
tive on January 1, 1964 which vests in the Governor executive
reorganization powers substantially identical to those granted by
the above-cited Alaska Constitution. However, legislative resolu-
tions of disapproval are to be adopted by the two legislative cham-
bers concurrently rather than by those chambers sitting jointly.
Michigan also limits to 20 the number of its executive departments,
excluding state institutions of higher learning. (Constit., Art.
V, s. 2).

In 1958 a legislative interim committee recommended a reorgan-
ization law authorizing the Governor to submit reorganization
plans to the Legislature relative to executive departments and
agencies other than those headed by elected officers. 1 Such re-
organization plans would take effect unless disapproved by resolu-
tion of either branch of the Legislature.

The next year, the Legislature adopted these recommendations,
but with various amendments of which the most important was one
providing that any reorganization plan submitted by the Governor
shall require confirmation by a concurrent resolution of the Senate
and House. The question of adopting such a resolution must be
voted on by the House of Representatives (to which all plans must
be submitted) not later than 45 days after the plan has been re-
ceived from the Governor. This statute is subject to renewal by
the Legislature (Ore. Rev. Stats., ss. 182.110-182.200).

Michigan

Oregon

1 Ore. Legislative Interim Committee on Governmental Reorganization, State
Government Organization in Oregon, 1958: Proposals for a Progressive and
Continuing Program of Reorganization, Salem, Ore., December 1958, 93pp
At. pp. 17-19.
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Under the provisions of that act, the Governor may initiate reorganiza-
tion proposals concerning units of bureau size or smaller and submit them
to both houses of the Legislature ... (on the same day). ... If neither
house disapproves of the changes within thirty days, the reorganization
automatically becomes effective. Units below the department level can
be abolished, consolidated or transferred to other departments. But the
departments themselves cannot be abolished, consolidated or transferred.
Changes of the latter type are reserved for the regular legislative
process. This plan combines the merits of executive reorganization flexi-
bility and adequate protection of the overall administrative depart-
mental pattern esablished by the Legislature. While this program re-
stricts the Governor’s actions to shifts of bureaus or smaller units, even
within these limitations much can be done to improve the state’s ad-
ministrative structure.!

A rather unique variation upon the “federal-type” reorganiza-
tion plan procedure is authorized by the laws of South Carolina
(Act No. 621 of 1948). That act created a 13-member State Re-
organization Commission (three gubernatorial appointees, four key
committee chairmen and six other legislators). That Commission
is authorized to conduct continuing studies of the executive branch
and to prepare reorganization plans applicable to executive
agencies and departments other than (a) those created by the
Constitution or (b) those which are authorities having outstanding
revenue bonds. The statute sets down requirements as to the pur-
poses, criteria and standards of such reorganization plans similar
to most of those specified in similar laws elsewhere.

The lengthy Pennsylvania Reorganization Act of 1955 (No. 8),
borrowing from federal practices, has been described thus in a
recent California study;

Altogether, eight reorganization plans have been submitted by
the Governor pursuant to this Pennsylvania statute, and five were
allowed to stand by the Legislature.

Pennsylvania

South Carolina

i Bell, J.R. and Darrah, E.L., State Executive Reorganization, University of
Calif. Bureau of Public Administration, 1961 Legislative Problems, No. 3.,
Berkeley, Calif., February 1961, 139pp. At pp. 27-29.
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Reorganization plans prepared by the State Reorganization Com-
mission must be transmitted by it to the Governor who must
forward them quickly to the Legislature with his message of ap-
proval or disapproval, giving his specific reasons in the latter in-
stance. Within 40 days, the two branches of the Legislature must
then approve or disapprove the plans, without amendment. The
text of the law does not indicate the status of the Governor’s veto
power in such instances. The act forbids judicial review of any
action of the Commission, Governor or Legislature in regard to
preparing, transmitting or putting these plans into effect.

Two Jurisdictions Formerly Having
Reorganization Plan Procedure

In the two jurisdictions of New Hampshire and Puerto Rico, re-
organization plan procedures were authorized by law, only to
expire at the hands of the judiciary or by virtue of non-renewal
by the Legislature, as indicated below.

In 1949 this state enacted a statute, which followed the Federal
Reorganization Act closely. It authorized the Governor to prepare
reorganization plans which would become effective if not dis-
approved by a concurrent resolution of the Senate and House of
Representatives within 25 days after such plans were submitted
to the Legislature (Laws of 1949, c. 43).

Within a year, the State Supreme Court declared this law un-
constitutional by the narrow vote of 3-2 because the feature re-
quiring a concurrent legislative resolution of disapproval departed
from provisions of the New Hampshire Constitution granting each
house of the Legislature a negative upon the other. However, the
court indicated that a reorganization law which permitted dis-
approval of such reorganization plans by a resolution adopted by
either house would comply with that constitutional requirement,
and would not result in an unconstitutional delegation of legisla-
tive powers to the executive.1

New Hampshire

83A. 2d. 738 (1950); re N.H. Constit,Opinion of the Justices, 96 N.H. 51‘
Part 11, Art. 2.
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Since 1950, New Hampshire has confined its reorganization
efforts to proposals submitted to the Legislature by the Governor
in ordinary bill form for enactment according to usual legislative
procedures.

From 1949 until 1952, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico func-
tioned under a reorganization plan statute based on the federal
model. However, that law, which stipulated that reorganization
plans were to take effect unless disapproved by concurrent resolu-
tion of the two legislative branches, did not impose any specific
time limit within which such resolutions were to be adopted. These
plans went into effect if not disapproved prior to the adjournment
of the legislature which received them. (Act No. 140 of 1949).

Subsequently, in 1949, the Governor appointed a “Little Hoover”
Commission to assist him in preparing reorganization plans, of
which 14 were submitted to the Legislature in 1960. All but one
of these plans were allowed to stand by that body.

Another six states have considered, but not authorized, reor-
ganization plan procedures similar to those outlined above.

In three of these states, the Governor’s recommendations were
rejected by their legislatures. These states are California (1961),
lowa (1959) and South Dakota (1959). In the fourth state of Color-
ado, a bill to authorize a reorganization plan procedure failed of
passage when the State Attorney-General ruled that it contained an
unconstitutional delegation of legislative power (1957). A fifth
state, Wisconsin, has acted unfavorably on proposals by individual
legislators on behalf of such a reorganization plan procedure (1957,
1961 and 1963); and that procedure was viewed coolly by a special
legislative study committee report of 1963.1 In a sixth state, North
Dakota, the feasibility of a reorganization plan procedure is cur-
rently under study by the Legislative Research Committee.

In the seventh state of Ohio, authorities report agitation for the
establishment of a reorganization plan procedure during the ad-

Puerto Rico

Developments in Nine Other Jxirisdictions

i Wise. Interim Committee on Efficiency and Economy in Government, Report,
Madison, Wise., March 7, 1963, 67 pp.
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ministration of Governor Michael V. DiSalle a few years ago; but
the idea attracted little legislative interest.

Finally, another two states Minnesota and Rhode Island
have tried alternative procedures, by way of enlarging modestly
the administrative authority of the executive branch while not
going as far as suggested by reorganization plan procedure ad-
vocates.

The Minnesota Reorganization Act of 1939, based on a “Little
Hoover” Commission study, authorizes the State Commissioner
of Administration to transfer personnel from agency to agency
in order to expedite the work of the executive branch, to eliminate
duplication, and to promote economy and efficiency; such transfers
require the approval of both the Governor and Civil Service De-
partment (Minn. Stats., s. 16.13). The law has proved ineffective,
because appropriations cannot be transferred by administrative ac-
tion; hence legislation is necessary.

The State of Rhode Island has empowered its Governor (a) to
abolish units within a department and (b) to tranfer the relevant
funds. However, he may not abolish or consolidate state depart-
ments.
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BASIC REORGANIZATION CRITERIA ADOPTED BY THE MASSACHU-
SETTS SPECIAL COMMISSION ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE STATE

GOVERNMENT IN 1950

Basic Principles

In the administration of the government, responsibility must be fixed and
definite, and authority must be commensurate with responsibility. The head
of the executive branch, and through him, his subordinates, are accountable
to the legislature and to the people. They must be equipped with the tools
required to render efficient, economical service to the public. They must be
provided with an administrative structure wherein individual responsibility is
fixed, individual competence is encouraged and developed, and governmental
functions are assigned and performed on a comprehensible, orderly basis. A
reorganization of the executive branch of the state government should not be
based on the assumption that the tenure of employees with Civil Service status
should be disrupted.

Grouping of Agencies

General Objectives. Elimination of duplication, inter-agency conflict and
non-essential agencies; simplification of relationships with the public; concen-
tration and development of speciality skill or knowledge in the department
where it can be useful.

Criteria. Functions closely related to each other should ordinarily be grouped
in one department. The closeness of the relationship is to be determined
on the basis of (1) specialized subject matter, (2) nature of operation, and
(3) impact upon the public. Historical factors and actual operating experi-
ence must be given due consideration.

Administrative Management of the Executive Branch
General Objectives. Sound, adequate, economical and efficient organiza-

tion of staff services, relating to fiscal matters (budget, accounting, auditing),
personnel, legal services, supply, space, communications and transportation;
fullest possible utilization of such staff services by each operating agency.

Criteria. Management and fiscal procedures and services should be or-
ganized efficiently and economically, with continuous close relationship with
all operating agencies and adequate information and reports available to the
Governor, the Legislature and the public; personnel administration should be
unified, and designed to encourage competence in the state service; the sup-
ply function should include an effective system of property accounting and
inventory control; communications and transportation should be organized to
eliminate any unnecessary expenditure; standards of space requirementsuirements

APPENDIX A

should be established, and made effective as soon as possible. In each operat-
ing agency responsibility should be fixed to insure full utilization of central
staff services.
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Departmental Organization

General Objectives. Organization of each department or agency on a basis
of clearly allocated responsibility culminating in the head of the department
or agency.

Criteria. As a general principle, each agency should be classified as op-
erating, quasi-judicial, or advisory, and a determination made as to whether
it should be headed by an individual or Commission or Board. The head of
each agency should appoint the subordinate officials in the agency. Each
official should be accountable to his immediate superior. Where advisable, ad-
visory boards should be created or continued, to assist the agency.

Responsibility and Functions of the
Governor, as Head of the Executive Branch

General Objectives. Authority in the Governor commensurate with his re-
sponsibility as head of the Executive Branch; enabling the Governor to per-
form his executive functions by the elimination of non-essentials and the sys-
tematization and the obtaining of information and adequate staff assistance
to the Governor in the performance of his executive functions.

Criteria. The Governor should have as much authority as possible to select
the heads of the chief operating agencies (as distinguished from the members
of quasi-judicial boards and commissions) commensurate with the needs for
stable departmental operation. The number of departmental officials, responsi-
ble to the Governor, should be small enough for the Governor to meet fre-
quently with them and still have time for his other duties. In the Governor’s
office, there should be a staff large enough to deal with day-by-day matters
of administrative policy, and a system for the prompt obtaining of full and
accurate information on all fiscal and administrative matters.

Self-Supporting Operations

General Objectives. Determination of the possibility of placing state public
service operations upon a self-supporting basis by means of the charge of
fees or otherwise.

Criteria. Where the Legislature and the people agree that fees, charges or
assessments for particular public services are justified, collection of such
fees, charges and assessments should be established or continued, and equitably
and effectively enforced.

Adopted by Commission, February 1, 1950
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1921-22. Special (“Webster”) Commission on State Administration and Public
lie Expenditures. Its proposal for creation of a Department (commis-
sion) on Administration and Finance won legislative approval; but
changes advocated for 15 departments and four agencies under the
Governor and Executive Council failed of passage.

1927-28. Governor Alvan T. Fuller proposed reorganization affecting eight de-
partments, only one of which received legislative approval.
Governor Joseph B. Ely requested changes relative to the organiza-
tion and functions of seven departments and agencies, with success
legislatively on but one occasion.

1931-34,

1933. Special Joint Committee on Public Expenditures. Of its nine pro-
posals affecting at least seven departments plus various agencies
under the Governor and Executive Council, four were enacted by
the General Court.

1935-36. Governor James M. Curley submitted proposals for reorganization
involving the Commission on Administration and Finance and seven
departments, none of which won legislative approval.

1938. Special (“Cotton”) Commission on Taxation and Public Expenditures.
The General Court declined to enact the ten reorganization meas-
ures proposed by this commission re four state departments, the Com-
mission on Administration and Finance, and state personnel admin-
istration.

Governor Leverett Saltonstall obtained legislative enactment of
seven of 17 proposals sponsored by him for the partial reorganizations
of five departments and at least three agencies under the Governor
and Executive Council.

1939-42.

1943.- Joint Committee on Ways and Means. A study by this committee
proposed reorganizations affecting four departments and two agencies
under the Governor and Executive Council; the proposals relative to
the latter two agencies won legislative enactment.
Governor Maurice A. Tobin requested organizational and functional
changes relative to seven departments and agencies, including crea-
tion of a Department of Commerce; only two proposals were enacted.
Governor Robert F. Bradford won legislative approval for nearly all
of the reorganization proposals introduced by him re six departments
and agencies of the executive branch.

1945-46,

1947-48.

APPENDIX B

OUTLINE OF MAJOR EFFORTS TO REORGANIZE
THE MASSACHUSETTS EXECUTIVE BRANCH, 1921-64

Special (“Richardson”) Commission on Public Expenditures. A sub-
stantial portion of its proposals relative to state financial, personnel
and veterans’ services administration was enacted by the General
Court.

1948.
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1949-54. Special (“Little Hoover”) Commission on the Structure of the State
Legislative proposals affecting 13 departments and

more than eight agencies were submitted by this commission. The
General Court approved substantially proposals relating to three de-
partments and six agencies, but accepted only a modest part of the
proposals pertaining to the remaining departments and agencies.
The commission also recommended numerous changes by admin-
istrative action, many of which were adopted by the relevant de-
partments and agencies.

1949-52. Governor Paul A. Dever sought statutory reorganizations affecting
two departments and four agencies, and obtained positive legislative
action in two of these instances.

1953-56. Governor Christian A. Herter requested legislative approval of re-
organization re five departments and six agencies of the executive
branch on 26 occasions, with partial or substantial legislative agree-
ment on 19 of those occasions. Among the more important reorgani-
zations were those re: (a) the Department of Corporations and Taxa-
tion (Acts of 1953, c. 654),i (b) the Department of Conservation (Acts
of 1953, c. 631); (c) the merger of the Departments of Labor and In-
dustries, and Industrial Accidents (Acts of 1953, c. 314); (d) creation
of the Department of Commerce (Acts of 1953, c. 409); and (e) con-

i of state agencies for airport and part development (Acts of
1956,

1957-60. Governor Foster Furcolo requested reorganizations more frequently
than any other governor since 1919. In all, he submitted 50 requests
or “suggestions” to the General Court embracing 12 departments and
more than seven agencies. Most of the 14 proposals approved by
the General Court related to small agencies or to less controversial

ones. Governor Furcolo was the first chief executive
to request reorganization powers similar to those available to the
President of the United States; this proposal was not enacted.

1961-62. Governor John A. Volpe proposed reorganizations affecting five de-
partments and at least six agencies. Only one major proposal, en-
dorsed jointly by the Governor and the Joint Committee on Ways and
Means, was enacted, namely: the law creating the Executive Office
for Administration and Finance (Acts of 1962, c. 757).

1963-64. Governor Endicott Peabody won legislative enactment of nearly all
of his reorganization proposals affecting four departments and at
least six agencies of the Executive branch. Among the more import-
ant reorganizations were those re the Department of Public Works
(Acts of 1963, c. 821) and the Department of Commerce and De-
velopment (Acts of 1964, c. 636). In addition, his request for the
major reorganization of the Metropolitan Transit Authority as the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (an agency outside ofthe executive branch) was approved by the General Court (Acts of
1964, c. 563).

those of the above “Little Hoove
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Introductory Comment

In a special report of August 10, 1960, (House, No. 3262) the State Com-
missioner of Administration Charles F. Mahoney proposed an executive branch
reorganization plan law modelled on the Federal Reorganization Act of 1949.
Subsequently, the following seven legislators have reintroduced that proposal in
slightly modified form as indicated by annotations:

1. House, No. 1209 of 1961, by Rep,
his own petition.

Thomas C. Wojtkowski of Pittsfield, on

2. House, No. 11/71 of 1961, by Rep,
of Judge Charles F. Mahoney.

Robert Q. Crane of Boston, on petition

3. House, No. 11/36 of 1962, by Rep.
petition of Hon. Endicott Peabody.

Lawrence F, Feloney of Cambridge, on

James R. Nolen of Ware, on petition of4. House, No 1691/ of 1962, by Rep,
Judge Charles F. Mahoney.

5. House, No. 151/7 of 1963, by Rep
tion of himself and others.

Paul C. Menton of Watertown, on peti-

Majority Leader, Rep. Robert IT. Quinn
Judge Charles F, Mahoney.

6. House, No. 3138 of 1963, of Housi
of Boston (by request), on petition of

Thomas C. Wojtkowski of Pittsfield, on7. House, No. 2370 of 1963, by Rep,
his own petition.

Annotated Version of House, No. 3263 of 1960

Be it enacted by the Senate and. House of Representatives in General Coiirt
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

Section 1. (a)The governor shall examine, and from time to time re-
examine, the organization of all agencies of the executive branch of the gov-
ernment of the commonwealth and shall determine what changes therein are
necessary to accomplish the following purposes:

(1) To promote the better execution of the laws, the more effective man-
agement of the executive branch of the government and of its agencies and
functions, and the expeditious administration of the public business;

(2) To reduce expenditures and promote economy to the fullest extent con-
sistent with the efficient operation of the executive branch of the government;

(3) To increase the efficiency of the operations of the executive branch
of the government to the fullest extent practicable;

(4) To group, co-ordinate and consolidate agencies and functions of the
executive branch of the government as nearly as possible according to major
purposes, subject to the limitations set forth in section four of this act;

(5) To reduce the number of agencies by consolidating those having similar
functions under a single head, and to abolish such agencies or functions
thereof as may not be necessary for the efficient conduct of the executive
branch of the government; subject to the limitations set forth in section four
of this act; and

EXECUTIVE BRANCH REORGANIZATION PROPOSAL OF 1960 (H. 3262)
ANNOTATED TO SHOW SUBSEQUENT RELATED BILLS
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(6) To eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort
(b) The General Court declares that the public interest demands the

carrying out of the purposes specified in subsection (a) and that these pur-
poses may be accomplished in great measure by proceeding under the pro-
visions of this act and can be accomplished more speedily and effectively there-
by than by the enactment of individual pieces of legislation.

Section Z. Whenever the governor, after investigation, finds that:
(1) The transfer of the whole or any part of any agency, or of the whole

or any part of the function thereof, to the jurisdiction or control of any
agency; or

(2) The abolition of all or any part of the functions of any agency; or
(3) The consolidation or co-ordination of the whole or any part of any

agency, or of the whole or any part of the function thereof, with the whole
or any part of any other agency or the function thereof; or

(4) The consolidation or co-ordination of any part of any agency or the
functions thereof with any other part of the same agency or the functions
thereof; or

(5) The authorization of any officer to delegate any of his functions; or
(6) The abolition of the whole or any part of any agency which agency or

part does not have, or upon the taking effect of the reorganization plan will
not have, any functions, is necessary to accomplish one or more of the
purposes of section 1 (a) of this act, he shalli prepare one or more reorganiza-
tion plans, each bearing an identifying number, for the making of the trans-
fer, abolition, consolidation, co-ordination or authorization and shall 2 trans-
mit such plan or plans to the general court, together with a message con-
taining a declaration that he has found such transfer, abolition, consolida-
tion, co-ordination or authorization necessary to accomplish one or more of
the purposes of section 1 (a) of this act. He shall append to such plan and
message a report containing his reasons therefor. The transmittal to both
houses of the general court shall be on the same date and shall be made to
each house while it is in session. The governor in his message transmitting
such reorganization plan or plans shall specify with respect to each abolition
of an agency or function specified in the plan or plans the statutory authority
for the existence of the agency or the exercise of such function. Each plan
shall be in the form of a statute amending or repealing existing chapters,
sections or parts of chapters or sections of the Tercentenary Edition of the
General Laws as amended or of special laws or prior reorganization plans.

Section 3. Any reorganization plan transmitted by the governor under this
act:

(1) May change, in such cases as he deems necessary, the name of any
agency affected by a reorganization plan and the title of its head, subject to
the limitations set forth in section four of this act;

(2) May include provisions for the appointment, term of office and com-
pensation of the head of any agency (including an agency resulting from a
reorganization) if the governor finds, and in his message transmitting the
plan declares, that by reason or transfers, abolitions, consolidations, co-ordina-

House, No. 1209 of 1961 replaces the word “shall” with “may
House, No. 1209 of 1961 would insert here the words “not later than the fourth Wednesday
in April”.
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lions and authorizations made by such plan, the responsibilities and duties
of such head are of such nature as to require such action. The head so pro-
vided for may be an individual or may be a commission or board with two
or more members. If the appointment of such head is not stated by the plan
to he subject to the civil service laws and regulations, the appointment shall
be made by the governor with the consent of the council and shall not be at
a rate in excess of that found by the governor to prevail in respect of com-
parable officers in the executive branch
excess of eighteen thousand dollars per

and in no case shall be at a rate in
year;

(3) Shall make provision for the transl
property and personnel affected by any
co-ordination and the winding up of the
director of civil service shall determine

er or other disposition of the records,
transfer, abolition, consolidation or

affairs of any agency abolished. The
hether changes in assignment oc-

curring through the operation of a reorganization plan result in appointment,
transfer, promotion or demotion of the incumbent and shall take appropriate
steps to enforce the provisions of the civil service laws and regulations relat-
ing thereto. No reorganization plan shall provide for and no reorganization
plan under this act shall have the effect of appointing to a permanent posi-
tion in the civil service any person who prior to the effective date of the
plan held no such permanent position unless the civil service laws and regula-
tions are complied with;

(4) Shall make provision for the transfer of such unexpended balances of
appropriations available for use in connection with any function or agency
transferred, consolidated or co-ordinated, as he deems necessary by reason of
the reorganization plan; for use in connection with the transferred, con-
solidated or co-ordinated functions; or for the use of the agency to which
the transfer is made, but such unexpended balances so transferred shall be
used only for the purposes and for the period for which such appropriations
were originally made; and

provisions of the General Laws, special
which shall be superseded if the re-

(5) Shall enumerate specifically all
laws and prior reorganization plans
organization plan becomes effective.

Section I}. No reorganization plan ;hall provide for, and no reorganization

plan under this act shall have the effect of:
(1) Abolishing any of the twenty departments existing on the effective date

of this act in conformity to Article LXVI of the constitution of the common-
wealth, or all of the functions thereof, or establishing any new agency desig-
nated as a “department”; or

(2) Continuing any agency beyond the period authorized by laws for
existence or beyond the time when it would have terminated if the r
ganization plan had not taken effect; or

(3) Continuing any function beyond the period authorized by law for its
exercise, or beyond the time when it would have terminated if the reorganiza-

' tion plan had not taken effect, or beyond the time when the agency in whicl
it was vested before the reorganization plan would have terminated if the
reorganization plan had not taken effect; or

(4) Authorizing any agency to exercise any function which is not author-
ized by law at the time the reorganization plan is transmitted to the general
court; or
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<s> Increasing the term of any office beyond that provided by law for the
iffice at the time the reorganization plan is transmitted to the general court.

Section 5. (a) A reorganization plan shall take effect in accordance with the
period of sixty calendar days following
itted to the general court;! but only if,
the expiration of such sixty-day period

plan upon the expiration of the first
the date on which the plan is transit
between the date of transmittal and
there has not been passed by either
a resolution stating that the senate

if the two houses of the genera! court
r house of representatives, as the case

the reorganization plan
Anv provision of a reorganization plan may, under provisions contained

in the plan, be made operative at a time later than the date on which the
plan shall otherwise take effect.

Section 62 If a reorganization plan shall be disapproved by a resolution of
either house, the governor may transmit to the general court an amended
plan or amended plans, which upon transmittal shall be subject to the provi-
sions of this act the same as an original plan.

Section 7. When used in this act, the term “agency” means, subject to the
limitations set forth in section four of this act, any department, commission,
bureau, division, board, agency, office, institution or other governmental or-
ganization of the executive branch of the government of the commonwealth.

Section S. Any statute enacted, and any regulation or other action made,
prescribed, issued, granted or performed in respect of or by any agency or
function transferred to, or consolidated or co-ordinated with, any other agency
or function under the provisions of this act, before the effective date of such
transfer, consolidation or co-ordination shall, except to the extent rescinded,
modified, superseded or made inapplicable by the provisions of the reorganiza-
tion plan or by or under authority of law or by the abolition of a function,
have the same effect as if such transfer, consolidation or co-ordination had
not been made. If any such statute, regulation or other action has vested the
function in the agency from which it is removed by the reorganization plan,

the function shall, in so far as it is to be exercised after the reorganization
plan becomes effective, be considered as vested in the agncy under which the
function is placed by the pla:

As used in this section “regulation or other action” means any regulation,
rule, order, policy, determination, directive, authorization, permit, privilege,
requirement, designation or other action.

11 9. No suit, action or other proceeding lawfully commenced by or
agency, or its head or other officer thereof in his official capacity
n to the discharge of his official duties, shall abate by reason of

zation plan under the pi’ovisions of this act.
lemental petition at any time within twelve

jrted here the phrase; "provided, however, that such plan has
'ral Court on or before the fourth Wednesday in April". (House fll
1962, 1574 of 1963, and 2138 of 1963).

"

’

l 1 Court on or before the fourth We
1, 1694 of 1962, 1574 of 1963, and 2138 of

lately after t
A plan transmitted to the general court under

appropriate standing committee or committees
th

in appears in print." (House. Nos. 1209 of 1961. 1694 of 1962, 3574
L963).
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months after the reorganization plan takes effect showing a necessity for a
survival of such suit, action or other proceeding to obtain a settlement of the
question involved, allow the same to be maintained by or against the successor
of such head or officer under the reorganization plan so effected or, if there be
no such successor, against such agency or officer as the governor shall
designate.

Section W. The appropriations or portions of appropriations unexpended by
reason of the operation of this act and not transferred in accordance with
section 3 (4) of this act shall revert to the treasury of the commonwealth.

Section 11. As an exercise of the rule-making power of the senate and
house of representatives, respectively, applicable only to the procedure to be
followed by each house under this act and superseding other rules to the ex-
tent inconsistent herewith, the following rules are adopted as part of the
rules of each house, respectively:

(a) The resolution of the senate or the house of representatives referred
to in section 5 (a) of this act shall, after the resolving clause, be, respectively,
as follows:

“That the senate opposes the reorganization plan numbered .
.

. transmitted
to the general court by the governor on , 19 “That the
house of representatives opposes the reorganization plan numbered . . . trans-
mitted to the general court by the governor on , 19 ”

A single resolution shall not refer to more than one reorganization plan
(b) Such resolutions shall be referred to the appropriate committee in the

house in which introduced, and joint public hearings shall be held by such
committee together with the appropriate committee from the other house
designated by its presiding officer. Such resolutions shall be given priority
over all legislation. Such resolutions and the reorganization plans to which
they relate shall not be subject to admendment or modification.

(c) In all other respects, the rules of each house shall be applicable.
Section 12. All reorganization plans which take effect shall be printed in the

“Acts and Resolves passed by the General Court of Massachusetts” for the
year in which they take effect.

Section 13. All authority to transmit reorganization plans vested in the
governor under this act shall expire on the thirtieth day of April, nineteen
hundred and seventy, l but such expiration shall not affect the validity of re-
organization plans which have become effective prior to such date.

Section Ilf. This act shall take effect on January sixth, nineteen hundred
and sixty-cne.2

The seven bills establish different years, as of April 30, for cessation of the Governor’s
Powers of reorganization, as follows: 1971 (House, Nos. 1209 and 1471 of 1961); 1972
Powers of reorganization, as follows: 1971 (House, Nos. 1209 and 1471 of 1961); 1972
(House. Nos. 1436 of 1962 and H. 2370 of 1963); 1973 (House, Nos. 1694 of 1962 and Nos.

\ 1574. 2138 and 2370 of 1
2 This section is omitted altogether in House, No. 1471 of 1961. In

modelled on House, No. 3262 of 1960, effective dates were proposed as follows; Hou;
1209 of 1961 (1/3/62); House, No. 1436 of 1962 (1/3/63); House, No. 1694 of
1 House,

No. 2138 of 1963 (1/6/64); and House, No. 2370 of 1963 (1




